






























perform!the!multifaceted!Tokyo!neighborhood!as!simultaneously!local!and!global.!In!the!conclusion!of!this!dissertation!I!offer!an!analysis!of!Asakusa!Jinta’s!2005!recording!of!“Asakusa!Ondo”!as!a!way!of!considering!the!juxtaposed!inner!workings!of!Asakusa’s!soundscape!that!I!examine!in!the!preceding!case!studies.!By!doing!so,!I!also!highlight!the!poetics!of!the!song!as!a!musical!rendering!of!the!neighborhood’s!soundscape!montage,!as!well!as!demonstrate!the!implications!my!theory!has!for!engaging!with!overlapping!soundscapes!on!a!global!scale.! *! ! *! ! *!To!help!frame!the!text!of!my!dissertation!as!a!whole,!I!have!created!a!real!video!montage!of!my!ethnographic!film!footage!taken!in!Asakusa.!Please!access!Video!1!at!the!link!provided!in!the!List!of!Videos!above!on!page!xxii.!
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vicinity!of!Asakusa—featured!the!sillhouettes!of!Kaminarimon!and!SensōEji’s!pagoda!next!to!a!carousel!and!the!park’s!signature!“Bee!Tower”!ride,!placing!the!park!by!tying!it!conceptually!to!Asakusa’s!most!famous!spiritual!institution!(Image!42).!!! Many!other!secular!businesses!and!organizations!within!the!neighborhood!make!clear!use!of!AsakusaErelated!spiritual!imagery!and!ideas!to!connect!themselves!with!Asakusa.!There!is!an!onsen!(hot!springs!spa)!dating!from!at!least!the!1950s,!located!just!off!of!SensōEji’s!precinct!to!the!west!(D3),!called!the!“Asakusa!Kannon!Onsen.”!The!onsen’s!founders,!in!naming!their!business,!went!so!far!as!to!associate!their!bath!facility!with!the!bodhisattva!of!SensōEji!in!addition!to!the!neighborhood!at!large.!Further,!an!offEtrack!horserace!betting!facility—WINS!Asakusa,!run!by!the!Japan!Racing!Association!(JRA)—is!housed!in!a!large!but!fairly!nondescript!white!building!between!Hanayashiki!and!Rokku!Broadway!(C3,!Image!43).!Among!the!only!adornments!on!the!structure,!besides!the!green!JRA!logo,!are!large!murals!depicting!Sanja!Matsuri!and!Kinryū!no!Mai!(Images!44!and!45);!!! !!!!!!! !! Image(43.(The(Asakusa(WINS(building.(The(murals(of(Asakusa’s(spiritual(festivals(can(be(seen(at(the(bottom.((
(http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:WINS_Asakusa_Building.JPG#filelinks).(
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! !!!!!!! !
(!Asakusa’s!spiritual!festivals!are!used!to!characterize!the!building!rather!than!the!horse!racing!that!is!central!to!its!actual!business!concerns.!The!TokiwaEdō!Company,!a!souvenir!confectionary!shop!with!a!twoEhundredEyear!history,!makes!even!stronger!connections!to!Asakusa’s!spiritual!imagery!in!their!company!branding.!The!company’s!primary!and!original!location!is!directly!adjacent!to!Kaminarimon!(E6),!and!it!sells!a!snack!that!they!market!as!“Kaminari&Okoshi”!(Thunder!Confectionaries)—a!clear!reference!to!the!landmark!just!outside!its!doors.14!Today,!TokiwaEdō!owns!eight!other!business!locations,!four!of!which!are!in!Asakusa.!Three!of!these!have!names!that!further!tie!the!company!to!the!Buddhist!temple!gate:!the!Kaminari!5656!Kaikan!(Thunder!5656!Meeting!Hall,!E2),!the!Kaminari!5656!Chaya!(Thunder!5656!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!14!Tokiwado!Kaminariokoshi!Honpo!Co.,!“Amai!OEHanashi,”!Retail,!Tokiwa>dō&Kaminari&Okoshi&Honpo,!accessed!November!4,!2013,!www.tokiwado.com.!
Images(44(and(45.(Murals(on(the(Asakusa(WINS(building.(
Left:(A(depiction(of(Sanja(Matsuri(
(http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/gulliverbros/59982706.html).!
Right:(A(depiction(of(Kinryū(no(Mai.(
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Tea!House,!D3),!and!the!Kaminari!5656!Tei!(Thunder!5656!Pavillion,!C6).!Like!the!TokiwaEdō!Company’s!main!location!next!to!Kaminarimon,!all!of!these!provide!purely!secular!services:!the!meeting!hall!is!a!sevenEstory!facility!housing!a!souvenir!shop,!spaces!for!dining!gatherings,!as!well!as!a!small!performance!hall!where!variety!shows!are!presented!!!!!!!!!!!!! !! !!!!!!
Image(46.(Kaminarimon,(with(statues(of(Raijin;sama((left)(and(
Fūjin;sama((right)(visible(on(either(side(of(the(red(lantern.(
(http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/shigesanshiro/32061334.html).(
Image(47.(Promotional(image(for(Thunder(Confectionaries,(
with(a(table(spread(with(Tokiwa;dō’s(logo(
(http://www.tokiwado.com/).(
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! !!!!!!!!! !weekly;!the!smaller!“tea!house”!and!“pavillion”!also!contain!souvenir!and!confectionary!shops,!as!well!as!small!dining!spaces.!These!establishments!further!associate!themselves!with!spiritual!Asakusa!imagery!through!their!names.!In!addition!to!the!“thunder”!reference!to!Kaminarimon,!“5656”!can!be!pronounced!“gorogoro”!in!Japanese,!an!onomatopoeitic!word!for!the!rumble!of!thunder.!Throughout!all!of!the!company’s!locations,!its!logo—stylized!images!of!FūjinEsama!(the!ShintoEBuddhist!god!of!the!wind)!and!RaijinEsama!(the!ShintoEBuddhist!god!of!thunder),!the!same!deities!on!display!in!Kaminarimon!(Images!46E48)—is!given!a!place!of!prominence.15!Far!from!referencing!any!concrete!associations!with!Buddhism,!Shintoism,!or!SensōEji,!the!TokiwaEdō’s!company!branding!uses!images!of!and!ideas!about!Asakusa’s!spiritual!elements!to!place&itself!conceptually!in!the!neighborhood.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!15!This!logo!appears!to!have!been!derived!from!the!EdoEEra!painting!Fūjin&Raijin>zu!by!Tawaraya!Sōtatsu!Kyoto!National!Museum,!“Kyoto!National!Museum,”!Masterpieces&of&KNM,!accessed!October!28,!2015,!http://www.kyohaku.go.jp/eng/syuzou/meihin/kinsei/item10.html.!
Image(48.(The(east;facing(wall(of(the(Tokiwa;dō(
Company’s(Kaminari(5656(Chaya(location,(with(their(
logo(of(Raijin;sama(and(Fūjin;sama(shown(prominently.(
(
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These!are!a!limited!but!representative!selection!of!incarnations!of!spirituality!being!used!as!synecdoches!to!represent!Asakusa!as!a!whole,!connecting!spirituality!and!Asakusa!in!the!nation’s!cultural!imagination.!!
ii.!Tradition(Asakusa!gained!its!national!renown!when!it!became!a!hub!of!popular!culture!in!the!Edo!period.!This!history!of!Asakusa!shapes!the!widespread!image!of!presentEday!Asakusa!as!a!traditional!neighborhood.16!Indeed,!festivals!with!centuriesElong!histories!continue!to!be!held!there,!permanent!and!temporary!“Edo”!shopping!streets!are!constructed,!and!the!neighborhood!is!depicted!as!a!place!where!feudal!commoners!can!be!seen!strolling!down!alleys!in!their!simple!kimono!and!clacking!wooden!geta.!!Throughout!Japan,!the!notion!of!“traditional!Japanese”!refers!to!objects!or!cultural!practices!with!perceived!origins!in!Japan,!usually!prior!to!the!end!of!the!Edo!period.!The!trope!of!tradition!in!Asakusa!is!defined!specifically!by!objects!and!practices!during!the!Edo!period.!Today,!however,!Asakusa!of!the!Edo!period,!and!indeed!almost!all!of!the!city!of!Edo!itself,!exists!only!in!memory;!the!Great!Kantō!Earthquake!in!1923!and!the!American!air!raids!during!WWII!destroyed!most!traditional!structures!in!the!city.!The!imagined!notion!of!traditional!Asakusa!is!therefore!unique:!there!are!practically!no!neighborhoods!in!Tokyo!that!are!broadly!defined!by!their!ties!to!a!sense!of!traditional!Japan!or!their!history!in!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!16!To!reiterate!the!matter!first!presented!in!Chapter!1,!I!use!the!terms!“traditional”!and!“traditional!Japanese”!in!line!with!the!way!Bestor!defines!“traditionalism,”!which!he!describes!as!“the!interpretation,!creation,!or!manipulation!of!contemporary!ideas!about!the!past!to!bestow!an!aura!of!venerability!on!contemporary!social!relations”![Theodore!C.!Bestor,!Neighborhood&Tokyo!(Stanford,!CA:!Stanford!University!Press,!1989)].!See!also!discussions!by!Marilyn!Ivy!and!Christine!Yano!on!the!construction!of!"Japan"!as!contrasted!with!“the!West,”!(Marilyn!Ivy,!Discourses&of&the&Vanishing:&Modernity&Phantasm&Japan![Chicago:!University!of!Chicago!Press,!1995],!1E2;!Christine!Yano,!Tears&of&Longing:&Nostalgia&and&the&Nation&in&Japanese&Popular&Song![Cambridge:!Harvard!University!Asia!Center,!2002],!13E14).!!
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Sound(Map(2.(Mapping(of(traditional(sounds(in(Asakusa(in(blue(overlay(
(map(generated(by(Google(and(modified(by(the(author).!
(
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Edo!period.!No!other!neighborhoods!in!the!city!actively!cultivate!themselves!as!traditional!areas!where!Edo!can!still!be!felt.!! A!significant!number!of!Asakusa!events!and!activities!have!their!roots!in!the!Edo!period,!and!I!have!visually!marked!them!in!blue!on!Sound!Map!2.!For!instance,!thecontemporary!iterations!of!the!neighborhood’s!Buddhist!and!Shinto!festivals,!held!on!the!grounds!of!SensōEji!and!Asakusa!Shrine,!derive!mainly!from!the!Edo!period.!Their!festival!musics!are!typically!regarded!as!traditional!since!they!feature!traditional!and!historical!melodies,!rhythms,!and!instruments.!Asakusa!Shrine!is!also!a!site!of!Shinto!wedding!ceremonies,!and!so!gagaku,!the!ancient!music!of!Japan’s!imperial!court!and!Shintoism,!is!regularly!played!there.!Along!Nakamise!Street!and!other!nearby!shopping!streets!(D5E6,!E4E6,!F4E6),!shops!sell!traditional!objects!and!souvenirs,!some!of!which—such!as!toys!and!noise!makers—create!sounds.!!Of!the!many!traditional!objects!and!practices!in!Asakusa,!the!HagoitaEIchi!is!prominent.!Held!in!Asakusa!every!midEDecember,!HagoitaEIchi!is!a!fair!where!craftspeople!and!merchants!set!up!temporary!shops!in!the!SensōEji!precinct!to!sell!hagoita,!or!ornamental!battledores.!Hagoita!are!rackets!that!were!originally!used!in!a!badmintonElike!game,!called!hanetsuki,!which!originated!in!the!Muromachi!period!(Image!49).!The!hagoita!were!decorated!with!various!natural!and!seasonal!designs,!and!in!the!Edo!period,!the!craftsmen!began!fashioning!these!designs!with!raised!silk!work,!making!them!more!and!more!sophisticated!and!colorful.!Many!featured!kabuki!actors,!which!were!in!high!demand!in!Asakusa!as!it!was!then!the!home!of!the!city’s!wildly!popular!kabuki!theaters.!Nowadays,!
hagoita!are!no!longer!used!to!play!hanetsuki!and!are!strictly!purchased!as!goodEluck!!
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charms!and!for!ornamental!purposes.!This!symbolic!and!traditional!practice!sustains!the!image!of!Asakusa!as!a!traditional!and!historical!place!in!the!popular!imagination.!If!HagoitaEIchi!physically!and!socially!continues!an!EdoEperiod!practice,!DenbōEin!Street!is!a!newly!fashioned!historical!simulation.!DenbōEin!Street!is!a!section!of!the!neighborhood!that!has!been!constructed!to!look,!sound,!taste,!and!feel!like!“Old!Edo”!for!contemporary!visitors!(E4E5),!who!are!encouraged!to!engage!with!traditional!trades!and!activities!there.!Along!the!street,!storefronts!are!built!with!vertical!wooden!slats;!their!roofs!are!made!of!tile;!their!signboards!are!made!of!carved!wood;!and!shops!sell!secondEhand!kimonos,!kimono!fabrics!and!accessories,!secondEhand!books,!traditional!hairpins,!festival!goods,!leather!goods,!tea,!and!other!traditional!objects.!EdoEperiod!music!(mainly!
kouta&[literally,!“small!songs,”!accompanied!by!shamisen],!nagauta&[literally,!“long!song,”!accompanied!by!shamisen],!and!danmono![instrumental!repertoire!for!koto,&a!13Estringed!zither])!are!piped!down!onto!the!street!from!speakers!mounted!high!on!lampposts.!
Image(49.(Hagoita(for(sale(at(Asakusa(in(December(2011.(These(are(in(the(
traditional(style,(depicting(kabuki(actors,(though(some(today(take(a(more(
modern(spin(with(images(of(popular(anime(characters(and(the(like.(
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The!tourist!brochure!for!DenbōEin!Street!produced!by!the!Asakusa!Tourism!Association!emphasizes!the!Edo!experience!one!can!have!there.!It!includes!a!map!adorned!with!cartoon!human!figures!wearing!kimono!and!oldEfashioned!hairstyles.!There!are!written!accounts!on!the!backside!describing!various!aspects!of!the!street,!some!related!to!Asakusa’s!history!specifically,!and!some!related!to!urban!Edo!more!generally.!Among!them!are!explanations!of!certain!features!of!DenbōEin!Street,!including!the!wooden!signboards!on!storefronts!and!their!origins!in!the!Edo!period,!and!its!streetlamps!with!comical!pictures!and!puns!painted!on!them!(jiguchi&andon,!see!Image!6!on!page!11).!The!brochure!even!dramatizes!Edo!personalities,!explaining!that!young!troublemakers!were!common!in!the!old!city,!and!draws!the!tourist’s!attention!to!a!symbolic!figure!installed!on!the!roof!of!one!of!DenbōEin!Street’s!shops.!A!plastic!or!fiberglass!statue,!it!is!a!“rat!urchin”![nezumi&kozō],!a!nimble,!creeping!hooligan!with!a!moneybox!on!his!shoulder!who!has!just!taken!advantage!of!one!of!the!local!shopkeepers!(Image!50).!DenbōEin!Street!offers!visitors!a!DisneyEesque!version!of!Old!Edo,!playing!on!and!perpetuating!Asakusa’s!reputation!as!an!historical!neighborhood.!!!!!!!!!! Image(50.(A(statue(of(a(“rat(urchin”(perched(atop(a(
Denbō;in(Street(shop.(
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! In!another!example!of!undisguised!manipulation!of!the!traditional!trope,!the!Asakusa!Tourism!Association!organizes!the!Okuyama!Fūkei!(“Okuyama!Scene”!or!“OkuyamaEscape”),!an!event!held!each!spring!in!the!northwestern!section!of!of!SensōEji’s!precinct!(D3EE3).!“Okuyama”!(literally!“Deep!Mountain”)!is!the!name!of!the!area!to!the!rear!of!SensōEji’s!Main!Hall,!which!was,!in!Edo!times,!the!amusement!quarter.!It!was!the!place!where!visitors!came!to!see!street!performances!and!spectacles,!and!to!shop!and!spend!money.!The!area!disappeared!in!the!Meiji!period!when!Rokku!to!the!west!became!the!main!entertainment!draw!of!the!neighborhood.!Today,!however,!an!imagined!version!of!Edo’s!Okuyama!is!reconstructed.!From!early!March!through!early!May,!temporary!rows!of!shops!are!erected!in!what!is!normally!an!open!plaza!between!SensōEji’s!Main!Hall!and!the!covered!shopping!street!of!OmotesandōEdōri.!Marketed!as!an!“Edo!neighborhood”!(Edo&machi),!most!of!the!shop!spaces!are!rented!by!businesses!from!the!area!that!sell!traditional!products!appropriate!to!the!event’s!Edo!theme.!These!include!traditional!handicrafts,!!!!!!!!!
!! Image(51.(The(entrance(to(Okuyama(Fūkei((http://blog.goo.ne.jp/1walker/e/fa6ed3e5143ccf0295a94941fd2b116d).0
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!!!!!!!!!!!! !artwork,!antiques,!old!maps,!brushes,!glassworks,!decorative!paper,!kites,!fabric!dyes,!kitchen!knives,!and!many!others.!Some!stalls!are!dedicated!to!EdoErelated!entertainment!and!social!activities!such!as!archery!and!fireEfighting!practices.!To!sonically!evoke!the!the!Okuyama!amusement!quarter!of!Edo,!a!temporary!stage!is!set!on!the!west!side!of!the!Okuyama!Fūkei!streetscape,!where!traditional!and!folk!music,!as!well!as!comedy!performances,!are!presented!every!afternoon!for!the!event’s!duration!by!a!variety!of!amateur!and!semiEprofessional!performers.!In!2012,!the!Asakusa!Tourism!Federation,!an!organization!that!manages!the!image!and!marketing!of!the!neighborhood!on!a!large!scale,!celebrated!the!700th!anniversary!of!Sanja!Matsuri!by!issuing!EdoEperiodEstyle!coins,!“Heisei!Asakusa!Koban,”!which!shoppers!could!purchase!for!500!yen!during!the!Okuyama!Fūkei!event.!They!could!either!take!the!
Image(52.(Promotional(poster(
for(Heisei(Asakusa(Koban.0
Image(53.(Folk(musicians(and(dancers(at(the(
Okuyama(Fūkei(stage(in(2012.(
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unusual!coin!home!as!a!souvenir,!or!spend!it!on!goods!or!services!of!that!value!in!the!shops!of!Okuyama!Fūkei!or!on!Nakamise!Street,!thereby!gaining!a!personal!experience!of!Edo!life.!The!publicity!materials!for!Asakusa!Okuyama!Fūkei!emphasize—both!through!wording!and!graphic!images—that!the!coins!and!the!rest!of!the!event!allow!visitors!to!undergo!a!“time!slip”!(taimu&surippu)!and!“enjoy!a!taste!of!Edo”!(Edo&fuzei&wo&otanoshimi&kudasai).!!Another!site!of!traditional!sound!in!Asakusa!is!the!Asakusa!Public!Hall!(D5EE5).!It!is!the!venue!for!many!traditional!Japanese!music!concerts!and!theatrical!performances,!by!kabuki!and!nō!actors,!geisha!entertainers,!and!various!instrumental!and!vocal!musicians.!The!main!stage!for!Asakusa!geisha—a!group!of!women!who!actively!study!Japanese!traditional!music!and/or!dance!within!their!community!of!teachers—however,!is!in!the!blocks!north!of!Kototoi!Street.!Referred!to!as!a!karyūkai&(literally!“the!flower!and!willow!world”),!that!area!is!home!to!the!geisha’s!kenban&(union!and!callEoffice,!E1),!where!they!go!to!study,!practice,!and!sometimes!perform!their!traditional!music!and!dance!forms.!They!also!go!to!work!on!a!daily/nightly!basis,!singing,!dancing,!and!conversing!for!hire,!mainly!at!dinner!parties!at!nearby!ryōtei!(highEend!traditional!restaurants!with!small!performance!spaces).17!These!are!also!marked!in!blue!on!Sound!Map!2!(D1,!E1,!F1E2)!to!indicate!their!significance!as!traditional!sounding!spaces.!!The!blue!lines!that!run!through!several!of!Asakusa’s!streets!and!alleyways!on!Sound!Map!2!denote!rickshaw!tour!routes.!While!rickshaws!were!invented!in!the!late!1860s!after!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17!Though!the!word!“geisha”!has!been!and!continues!to!be!used!very!liberally!at!different!times!and!in!various!contexts,!Asakusa’s!geisha!are!very!specifically!and!institutionally!defined.!Those!in!Asakusa!are!of!the!category!of!geisha!that!was!the!focus!of!Kelly!Foreman’s!monograph,!The&Gei&of&Geisha,!for!which!she!researched!specifically!the!“women!who!are!officially!registered!as!geisha,!geiko,!or!geigi!through!a!central!
kumiai!office!affiliated!with!each!separate!.!.!.!geisha!district.!Furthermore,”!she!writes,!“geisha!are!defined!as!those!actively!studying!music!and/or!dance!within!the!community!of!teachers!associated!with!that![geisha!district]!and!its!group!of!teachers.”!See!Kelly!Foreman,!The&Gei&of&Geisha:&Music,&Identity&and&Meaning!(Burlington,!VT:!Ashgate!Publishing,!2008),!3.!
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the!fall!of!the!Tokugawa!shogunate,!and!are!therefore!newer!than!most!other!products!and!practices!that!are!typically!considered!to!be!traditional!Japanese,!they!are!definitevely!regarded!today!as!a!relic!of!the!past.18!They!lie!somewhere!in!the!borderland,!in!the!cultural!imagination!today,!between!traditional!and!late!modern—preEcombustion!engine,!yet!after!the!Meiji!Revolution.!In!contemporary!Japan,!whose!streets!are!overrun!with!Toyotas!and!Hondas,!rickshaws!and!rickshaw!runners’!shouts!are!phenomena!limited!to!“traditional”!tourist!destinations,!such!as!Kyoto’s!Gion!district!and!the!town!of!Kawagoe!in!Saitama!prefecture!(which!is!marketed!to!sightseers!as!“Little!Edo”).!In!Asakusa,!rickshaw!runners!hawk!for!customers!on!Kaminarimon!Street,!from!the!corner!near!Azuma!Bashi!(F6)!to!the!area!in!front!of!Kaminarimon!itself!(E6).!The!rickshaw!company!offers!a!number!of!different!routes!through!the!neighborhood,!varying!in!length!and!cost.!During!the!trips,!the!runners!explain!the!significance!of!the!sites!and!recommend!specific!shops!and!restaurants,!avoiding!those!streets,!such!as!Nakamise,!that!are!almost!always!clogged!by!pedestrians.!!Sound!Map!2!also!includes!DenbōEin!Garden!(D4!and!D5),!where!natural!sounds!can!be!heard.!The!garden!is!said!to!have!been!created!in!the!seventeenth!century,!and!its!features!are!characteristic!of!traditional!Japanese!gardens,!with!miniature!idealized!landscapes,!and!complete!with!a!pond!of!koi!(Japanese!carp).!This!ambience!of!quiet!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!18!Edward!Seidensticker,!Tokyo&from&Edo&to&Showa&1867>1989:&The&Emergence&of&the&World’s&Greatest&City!(Rutland,!VT:!Tuttle!Publishing,!2010),!58–9.!Seidensticker!writes!of!the!sounds!created!by!Tokyo’s!early!rickshaws:!“The!most!widely!accepted!theory!offers!the!names!of!three!inventors,!and!gives!1869!as!the!date!of!the!invention.!The!very!first!rickshaw!is!thought!to!have!operated!in!Nihombashi!(sic).!Within!the!next!few!years!there!were!as!many!as!fifty!thousand!in!the!city.!The!iron!wheels!made!a!fine!clatter!on!rough!streets!and!bridges,!and!the!runners!had!their!distinctive!cries!among!all!the!other!street!cries”!(59).!Today’s!rickshaws!have!pneumatic!tires!and!make!no!such!clatter!as!they!roll!through!city!streets,!though!the!runners!maintain!a!certain!characteristic!cry!and!provide!explanations!of!the!neighborhood!as!they!pull!tourists!through!its!streets.!
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contemplation!and!reverence!for!the!refined!is,!in!the!context!of!a!Japanese!garden,!a!remembered!and!desired!soundworld!of!traditional!Japan.&! Asakusa’s!traditional!landscape!as!outlined!above!is!used!in!otherwise!nonEtraditional!contexts—both!outside!of!the!neighborhood!in!order!to!refer!to!the!neighborhood,!but!also!within!the!neighborhood!as!well—as!synecdoches,!associating!those!contexts!with!the!larger!idea!of!Asakusa,!and!placing!them!in!Asakusa!through!a!reference!to!its!prominent!traditional!elements.!For!instance,!in!2010,!the!Asakusa!Shopping!Association!(Asakusa&Shōten&Rengōkai)!teamed!up!with!the!Sanrio!Co.,!Ltd.—the!company!that!designs!and!produces!popEculture!characters!and!products,!most!notably!Hello!Kitty—to!stimulate!local!revitalization!in!the!neighborhood.!With!a!campaign!that!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!
Image(54.(The(webpage(header(for(the(Hello(Asakusa(campaign((www.hello;asakusa.com).(
Image(55.(The(Hello(Asakusa(emblem(displayed(at(
participating(retailers,(and(examples(of(the(Hello(
Kitty(currency(offered(for(sale.(
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featured!a!distinctly!EdoEtraditional!flavor,!the!coalition!of!organizations!recruited!a!Hello!Kitty!actor!to!wear!a!kimono,!stand!on!the!streets!of!Asakusa,!and!have!their!picture!taken!with!any!interested!passersby.!In!conjunction!with!the!event,!the!organizers!produced!and!sold!“Asaksua”!Hello!Kitty!souvenirs,!such!as!metal!keychains!and!mobile!phone!charms!in!the!shape!of!EdoEperiod!currency!embellished!with!kimonoEHello!Kitty’s!image.!The!two!organizations!also!designed!a!Hello!Kitty!currency,!again!in!the!form!of!imitation!EdoEperiod!money,!namely!the!large!oblong!ōban!as!well!as!smaller,!cirucular!mon!coinage.!Visitors!could!purchase!the!currency!at!a!discounted!rate!(5%!off)!and!spend!it!at!any!of!the!500!participating!Asakusa!businesses!who!displayed!the!official!“Hello!Asakusa”!emblem!in!their!store!windows.!In!spending!the!money,!the!shoppers!experienced!a!Hello!Kitty!version!of!Asakusa!in!an!Edo!imaginary.!Notions!of!traditional!Japan!permeate!Asakusa!in!a!number!of!ways.!A!prominent!example!is!the!Asakusa!Tourism!Federation!logo!(Image!56).!It!is!comprised!of!two!circles,!each!containing!two!Chinese!characters!that!together!read!“Asakusa&Kanren”—an!abbreviation!of!Asakusa&Kankō&Renmei,!“Asakusa!Tourism!Federation.”!The!characters!are!written!right!to!left,!in!the!manner!most!conventional!prior!to!the!Meiji!Restoration.!!!! !!
!! Image(56.(The(Asakusa(Tourism(
Federation(logo.(
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!!!!!!!!!(Today,!the!leftEtoEright!horizontal!configuration!is!standard!due!to!the!influence!of!European!writing!systems!and!the!use!of!typewriters!and!computerized!typesetting!and!wordEprocessing!software!that!did/do!not!support!the!traditional!layout!of!East!Asian!languages.)!The!rightEtoEleft!vertical!configuration!can!still!be!found,!however,!as!it!is!occasionally!used!to!simulate!archaic!writing,!as!seen!in!the!Asakusa!Tourism!Federation!logo.!Its!lettering!is!also!in!a!script!style!known!as!Edo>moji&(Edo!lettering).19!Of!the!various!subdivisions!of!Edo>moji,!the!logo’s!script!most!closely!resembles!one!of!two!related!styles.!The!first!is!chōchin>moji,!the!lettering!used!on!hanging!paper!lanterns,!which!are!commonly!seen!hanging!outside!of!yakitori!(grilled!chicken)!stands,!izakaya!(pubs),!or!other!supposedly!traditional!restaurants!(Image!57).!The!other!is!yose>moji,!that!is,!lettering!for!
yose!(Japanese!vaudeville!theater),!which!was!commonly!used!for!posters!and!flyers!in!the!Edo!Period.!The!Asakusa!Tourism!Federation!obviously!adopted!the!script!style!to!evoke!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19!Donald!Richie,!A&Lateral&View:&Essays&on&Culture&and&Style&in&Contemporary&Japan!(Berkeley:!Stone!Bridge!Press,!1992),!90.!!!
Image(57.(Red(paper(lanterns(reading(shokuji9tokoro0(eating(
place),(yakitori,(and(izakaya(in(Edo;moji(script0(
(From(http://gokujyou;
umaimono.seesaa.net/article/105512802.html).
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staged!entertainment!and!eating!and!drinking!establishments,!which!are!both!a!part!of!Asakusa’s!past!and!present.!The!lettering!of!the!federation’s!logo!is!black,!printed!against!a!red!background:!the!red!paper!lanterns!signalled!izakaya!and!yakitori&shops!in!traditional!Japan.!!The!two!circles!of!the!logo!resemble!imprints!made!by!hanko&signature!stamps.!Such!stamps!have!at!least!a!twoEthousandEyear!history!in!Japan,!and!are!used!to!acknowledge!authorship!and!signal!authenticity.!Printed!here!in!EdoEmoji,!the!suggestion!of!hanko!stamps!in!the!organization’s!logo!imparts!a!traditional!authority!of!the!Asakusa!Tourism!Federation.!Furthermore,!the!circumference!of!the!two!hanko!circles!appear!as!extensions!of!the!brush!strokes!of!each’s!component!letters.!These!“painted”!circles!taper!as!the!“ink”!on!the!calligrapher’s!brush!dwindled,!much!like!an!ensō,!a!calligraphic!circle!created!as!part!of!Zen!Buddhist!practice.!Although!it!is!also!a!reference!to!the!trope!of!spirituality,!the!ensō&is!partly!a!reference!to!tradition!since!the!convention!of!drawing!the!shape!in!Zen!Buddhist!practice!far!predates!the!Meiji!Period,!and!today!is!mainly!performed!by!monks!who!lead!a!lifestyle!outside!of!typical!modern!Japanese!society.20!The!Asakusa!Tourism!Federation,!therefore,!establishes!a!clear!relationship!to!Asakusa,!made!explicit!in!its!name!and!spelled!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!20!Zen!Buddhism!has!practically!no!presence!in!Asakusa,!however,!as!the!Buddhism!practiced!at!SensōEji!is!related!to!the!Tendai!Sect,!where!the!practice!of!drawing!the!ensō&does!not!occur.!
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out,!literally,!in!its!logo!design.!Although!the!federation!has!a!history!of!only!a!few!decades,!its!logo!design!carves!deeper!conceptual!connections!to!the!neighborhood,!placing!the!federation!in!Asakusa!through!its!references!to!EdoEperiod!cultural!practice.!These!are!a!limited!but!representative!selection!of!incarnations!of!tradition!being!used!as!synecdoches!to!represent!Asakusa!as!a!whole,!connecting!tradition!and!Asakusa!in!the!nation’s!cultural!imagination.!!
iii.!0Entertainment(!! As!Edo/Tokyo’s!main!entertainment!hub!from!the!midEseventeenth!until!the!early!twentieth!century,!Asakusa!was!home!to!a!variety!of!establishments!and!activities!designed!to!attract!and!entertain!people!seeking!recreation!and!amusement.!While!the!neighborhood!has!lost!the!distinction!of!being!the!city’s!foremost!entertainment!district,!it!does!maintain!many!entertainment!venues,!activities,!and!events.!Some!of!these!are!well!known,!surviving!from!Asakusa’s!heyday,!while!others!were!established!more!recently,!springing!from!new!leisure!industries.!Sound!Map!3!demonstrates!the!sonic!range!of!entertainment!activities!in!Asakusa,!where!the!color!overlay!of!green!indicates!the!location!of!entertainment!sounds,!or!sounds!produced!as!the!result!of!entertainment!activities.!!Hanayashiki,!established!as!a!public!flower!garden!in!1853,!became!an!amusement!park!in!the!early!1890s,!and!continues!to!operate!today!(D2E3,!Image!60).!Located!in!the!northwest!corner!of!the!neighborhood’s!hub,!the!park!is!nestled!among!residential!buildings,!hotels,!and!hostels.!Hanayashiki!is!an!entertainment!venue!complete!with!small!staged!music!and!dance!productions,!cantinas,!and!a!range!of!rides,!in!including!a!merryEgoEround,!a!drop!tower,!a!rollercoaster,!a!haunted!house,!a!mini!Ferris!wheel,!and!the!park’s!iconic!Bee!Tower.!It!is!open!to!merryEmakers!from!ten!a.m.!until!six!p.m.!every!day,!!
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weather!permitting,!during!which!time!the!calliope!music!of!the!merryEgoEround,!the!clatter!of!the!rollercoaster,!and!the!shouts!of!riders!on!the!drop!tower!are!heard!throughout!the!park’s!vicinity,!carrying!beyond!its!official!borders!to!the!residential!blocks!around!it,!and!onto!Sensō!Eji’s!precinct!to!the!east.!!Carrying!on!Asakusa’s!tradition!as!the!home!of!performing!arts,!Asakusa!Public!Hall!is!the!neighborhood’s!largest!and!most!comprehensive!performance!space!(Image!61).!Located!two!blocks!west!of!Nakamise!Street,!at!the!corner!of!DenbōEin!Street!and!Orange!Street!(D5EE5),!the!Asakusa!Public!Hall!offers!a!schedule!of!diverse!performances,!including!concerts!of!enka,!Japanese!and!European!folk!music,!Japanese!traditional!and!Western!classical!music,!jazz,!ballads!(kayō),!and!global!fusion!music;!variety!shows;!stage!revues;!and!more.!There!are!numerous!other!performance!venues!in!the!neighborhood,!varying!in!size!and!scope.!Notable!among!them!is!Asakusa!Engei&(Entertainment/Variety!Show/Vaudeville)!Hall,!located!one!block!east!of!Kokusai!Street,!directly!on!Rokku!Broadway!(C4,!Image!62).!Best!known!as!a!major!hub!of!rakugo,!Engei!Hall!also!hosts!!
Image(60.(Hanayashiki(amusement(park,(with(its(iconic((
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manzai&(group!standEup!comedy),!magic!and!acrobatic!performances,!and&kōdan!(dramatic!storytelling).!It!is!well!known!for!being!the!venue!where!nowEfamous!comedians!and!actors!such!as!Kinichi!Hagimoto!and!Beat!Takeshi!were!discovered.!
Image(61.(Asakusa(Public(Hall(as(
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In!a!seedier!vein,!north!from!Engei&Hall!on!Rokku!Broadway!(C3E5),!in!the!area!that!was!once!Edo’s!Okuyama!district,!there!are!several!pachinko!parlors,!as!well!as!Asakusa!WINS,!the!horseErace!gambling!venue.!In!the!same!vicinity!there!are!a!number!of!strip!clubs!and!movie!theaters!that!advertise!their!screenings!with!XErated!posters!on!exterior!walls!facing!the!street!(C3).!For!quirkier!plebian!entertainment,!head!south!of!Hanayashiki!and!closer!to!SensōEji’s!precinct!to!the!Mokubakan!(Rocking!Horse!Theater,!D3,!Image!63),!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!
Image(63.(Mokubakan(with(posters(advertising(actors(and(
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which!stages!taishū&engeki&(popular!theater/theater!of!the!masses)!on!a!regular!basis.!
Taishū&engeki!is!a!type!of!smallEscale!itinerant!variety!theater!that!flourished!in!Japan’s!interwar!years,!and!whose!repertoire!features!plays!set!in!the!Edo!period,!song!shows,!and!dance!segments.21!Opened!as!a!theater!in!1977,!Mokubakan!is!one!of!two!remaining!taishū&
engeki!theaters!in!Tokyo,!and!its!300Eseat!WesternEstyle!auditorium!and!elevated!stage!is!among!the!grandest!of!such!venues!in!all!of!Japan.!Not!far!from!Mokubakan!is!an!opportunity!for!a!different!sort!of!entertainment:!a!street!lined!entirely!with!izakaya,!where!customers!can!come!to!spend!a!leisurely!time!drinking!beer!(or!Asakusa’s!local!specialty,!Denki!Bran)!and!eating!snacks!with!friends!after!work!or!a!day!of!sightseeing!(D4E5,!Image!64).!Farther!north!still!is!the!Asakusa!hanamachi&(geisha!district)!with!its!kenban,!where!the!geisha!can!be!heard!practicing!their!traditional!music!and!dance!forms,&and!the!ryōtei,!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21!For!an!inEdepth!discussion!of!taishū&engeki,!see!Ivy,!Discourses&of&the&Vanishing:&Modernity&Phantasm&Japan,!192–247.!
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where!they!are!hired!nightly!to!converse!and!perform!at!parties!(D1EF1,!F2).!At!certain!times,!they!also!perform!outside!of!the!hanamachi.!In!May!they!perform!their!secular!music!and!dance!at!the!Asakusa!Shrine!during!Sanja!Matsuri!(F3).!And!although!their!typical!performances!at!ryōtei&are!quite!expensive,!the!geisha!periodically!stage!a!largeEscale!music!and!dance!performance!at!the!Asakusa!Public!Hall!(D4E5,!E4E5),!which!is!open!to!the!general!public!for!a!more!affordable!price.!Other!less!sophisticated!and!exclusive!entertainment!spots!throughout!the!neighborhood!include!in!the!game!centers!and!theaters!on!Rokku!Broadway!(C2E5),!jazz!clubs!(C5,!F4),!karaoke!boxes!(E6,!F6),!CD!stores!(E6,!B5),!a!drum!museum!(B5),!and!a!square!in!Sumida!Park!where!street!musicians!frequently!perform!(F6EG6).!There!are!a!number!of!events!connected!to!popular!entertainment!that!take!place!in!Asakusa!each!year.!The!Sumida!River!Fireworks!Convention!(described!in!Chapter!3)!is!one!such!event,!dating!from!1978!in!this!location.!It!is!an!opportunity!for!summer!recreation!and!for!fireworks!artists!to!show!off!their!work,!much!like!the!many!fireworks!displays!that!take!place!across!the!country!in!the!hot!months!of!the!year.!The!Asakusa!Samba!Carnival!(also!described!in!Chapter!3)!is!another.!Dating!from!1981,!it!is!an!international!dance!and!music!parade!involving!dozens!of!samba!teams!from!around!the!world.!The!event!has!attracted!half!a!million!spectators!in!recent!years!who!gather!on!Asakusa’s!streets!and!sidewalks!to!revel!in!the!booming!beats!of!amplified!samba!music,!and!to!take!in!the!vibrant!creative!costumes!and!moves!of!the!dancers!as!they!pass!through!the!neighborhood!streets.!Both!of!these!events!have!a!booming!but!very!brief!impact!on!the!sonic!space!of!the!neighborhood,!and!so!I!have!left!visual!representations!of!them!off!of!the!main!Sound!Map!3!for!the!sake!of!readability.!Sound!Map!3.2!below,!however,!gives!a!rough!approximation!!
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Sound(Map(3.2.(The(entertainment(sounds(in(Asakusa,(including(a(representation((
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of!the!sonic!impact!of!the!Sumida!River!Fireworks!Convention!on!the!neighborhood!for!the!few!hours!that!it!is!in!full!swing.!The!parade!of!the!Samba!Carnival!runs!south!from!just!north!of!the!Asakusa!train!station!on!Umamichi!Street!(F4),!turns!right!on!Kaminarimon!Street,!and!ends!just!before!that!street!meets!Kokusai!Street!(C6).!Its!sounds!also!carry!far!beyond!those!main!streets!during!the!afternoon!of!the!festival.!With!such!an!abundance!of!entertainment!and!leisure!events,!it!is!no!accident!that!Asakusa!is!known!as!a!land!of!many!pleasures.!This!imagery!spreads!into!otherwise!nonEentertainment!contexts—both!outside!of!the!neighborhood!in!order!to!refer!to!the!neighborhood,!but!also!within!it!as!well—as!synecdoches,!associating!those!contexts!with!the!larger!idea!of!Asakusa,!and!placing&them!in!Asakusa!through!a!reference!to!its!!
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!!!!!!!!!!!prominent!entertainment!elements.!For!instance,!on!the!western!end!of!DenbōEin!Street,!the!metal!blockades!that!restrict!access!to!the!loading!docks!of!Asakusa!Public!Hall!are!painted!with!scenes!from!the!kabuki!theater!(D4EE4).!On!the!east!end!of!the!same!street,!far!from!the!Public!Hall!or!any!other!stage!space,!a!number!of!plaques!are!posted!on!lamp!posts!describing!and!depicting!kabuki!plays!that!were!first!performed!in!Asakusa!during!the!Edo!and!Meiji!periods.!Among!them!is!the!play!“Shiranami!Gonin!Otoko”&(“Five!Men!of!the!White!Waves”),!in!which!the!actor!Gonjūrū!Kawarasaki,!who!later!earned!the!stage!name!Danjūrō!Ichikawa!IX,!performed!in!Asakusa!in!1862.!That!same!actor!is!memorialized!with!a!large!bronze!statue!in!the!area!where!the!Edo!and!MeijiEperiod’s!kabuki!theaters!were!located!(E2),!today!situated!between!a!tourbus!parking!lot!and!the!SensōEji!Hospital.!!Kabuki!is!a!prominent!synecdoche!of!pleasurable!Asakusa,!and!so!kabuki!imagery!is!used!by!Khaosan!Tokyo!Kabuki!in!its!marketing!and!physical!design!(E6,!Image!68).!An!!
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otherwise!typical!hostel,!Khaosan!Tokyo!Kabuki!has!no!direct!relationship!to!kabuki!companies,!actors,!or!the!like,!and!so!its!reference!to!the!theater!tradition!is!strategic!rather!than!inherent.22!In!a!similar!example,!NishiESandō!also!references!kabuki!to!symbolically!place!itself!in!Asakusa.!A!street!whose!name!means!“West!Road!that!Approaches!a!Shrine,”!NishiESandō!is!a!short!covered!walkway!and!market!that!leads!up!to!the!courtyard!on!the!west!side!of!SensōEji’s!precinct!(C3ED3),!and!is!filled!with!kabuki!imagery.!The!west!end!of!the!awning!that!covers!the!street!is!decorated!with!the!triEcolored!stripes!of!the!kabuki!curtain.23!Hanging!down!from!the!awning!for!the!entire!length!of!the!street!are!large!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!22!The!name!Khaosan!likely!references!Khaosan!Road!in!Bangkok,!Thailand,!an!area!popular!among!backpackers!and!foreign!tourists.!23!For!an!explanation!of!the!kabuki!triEcolored!curtain,!see!Earle!Ernst,!The&Kabuki&Theater!(Honolulu:!University!of!Hawai’i!Press,!1974),!27.!
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posters!in!woodblockEprint!style!depicting!various!scenes!from!kabuki!plays.24!This!referencing!of!EdoE!and!MeijiEperiod!kabuki!Asakusa!therefore!works!with!new!attractions!and!sites!as!well.!Images!of!other!traditional!entertainers!are!used!in!a!similar!manner.!In!a!promotional!poster!for!the!Tokyo!Skytree,!for!instance,!the!Tōbu!Railway!Corporation!created!a!collage!of!images!evoking!the!setting!of!the!Skytree!in!the!Shitamachi/!Asakusa!area,!including!a!hangyoku&(an!apprentice!geisha,!called!a!maiko!in!Western!Japan)!in!the!foreground!(Image!70).!Also!featured!in!the!collage!are!Kaminarimon,!a!rickshaw!runner!pulling!two!riders,!the!Asahi!Beer!Brewery!buildings!(located!directly!across!the!Sumida!River!from!Asakusa),!and!Mount!Fuji!(which!can!be!seen,!on!a!clear!day,!from!the!Skytree!!! !!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!24!Since!the!time!of!my!fieldwork,!the!façade!of!the!western!end!of!NishiESandō!has!been!remodeled!to!resemble!KabukiEza,!the!current!primary!kabuki!theater!of!Tokyo,!located!in!Ginza.!!
Image(70.(Poster(promoting(the(Tokyo(
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observation!decks).!The!entertainer!is!visually!unmistakable,!her!colorful!kimono!pulled!down!in!back,!wearing!a!long!obi&(decorative!kimono!sash),!coiffed!hair,!and!pure!white!makeup.!Referencing!more!recent!forms!of!entertainment,!Kokusai!Street,!on!the!western!side!of!Asakusa,!is!named!for!an!entertainment!venue,!the!Asakusa!Kokusai!Gekijō!(Asakusa!International!Theater).!The!Asakusa!Kokusai!Gekijō!was!located!on!that!thoroughfare!from!1937!until!1982,!and!staged!modern!musical!and!theatrical!performances.!Kokusai!Street!is!also!known!by!the!nickname!“Beat!Street.”!The!nickname!further!ties!the!street!to!Asakusa’s!identity!as!an!entertainment!neighborhood!since,!according!to!its!homepage,!“Beat!Street”!is!an!acronym!for!“Best!Entertainment!Authentic!Town.”25!The!Asakusa!Kokusai!Street!organization,!which!represents!and!promotes!the!street,!also!actively!reinforces!that!association.!For!instance,!it!has!sponsored!the!placement!of!a!large!tile!depicting!Asakusa’s!Samba!Carnival!on!the!sidewalk!by!the!corner!of!Kokusai!and!Kaminarimon!Streets!(C6,!Image!72).!The!image!on!the!tile!features!a!samba!dancer!in!her!costume,!giant!white!feathers!flowering!from!behind!her,!and!parade!spectators!watching!and!taking!photographs!in!the!background.!The!tile!also!indicates!the!location!of!Kaminarimon,!SensōEji,!and!Azuma!Bridge!from!its!location,!and!is!stamped!with!the!endorsement!of!“Asakusa!Kokusai!Street!–!Beat!Street”!(my!emphasis!on!“Asakusa”).!Acting!mainly!as!a!street!decoration!and!point!of!reference!for!local!landmarks,!the!tile!uses!the!entertainmentErelated!imagery!of!the!Samba!Carnival!to!tie!Kokusai!Street!with!larger!ideas!about!the!entertainment!identity!of!the!neighborhood.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!25!See!“Asakusa&Kokusai&Dōri,”!http://asakusaEkokusaidori.jp/.!The!name!“Beat!Street”!also!bears!associations!to!Beat!Takeshi!(the!stage!name!of!Takeshi!Kitano),!the!acclaimed!multiEtalented!entertainer!who!made!his!start!in!Asakusa.!
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! Farther!north!on!Kokusai!Street,!there!is!a!colorful!placard!adorned!with!the!cartoon!images!of!many!entertainers!from!the!early!and!midEtwentieth!century!posted!on!a!lamppost!(C4,!Image!70).!“Asakusa,”!it!reads!in!large!bubble!Japanese!script!across!the!top,!and!in!English!farther!down,!“Welcome!to!Asakusa,”!“Best!Entertainment!Authentic!Town:!Asakusa,!Beat!Street,”!and!“Asakusa!Entertainer.”!It!includes!a!textual!inset!that!explains!that!Asakusa!played!a!major!role!in!the!development!of!mass/popular!entertainment!culture!in!Japan.!Also!sponsored!by!the!Asakusa!Kokusai!Street!organization,!a!group!that!has!no!direct!connection!to!performance!or!entertainment!activities,!the!poster!uses!twentiethEcentury!mass/popular!entertainment!imagery!exclusively!to!characterize!Asakusa!and!place&Kokusai!Street!in!the!neighborhood.!
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These!are!a!limited!but!representative!selection!of!incarnations!of!entertainment!being!used!as!synecdoches!to!represent!Asakusa!as!a!whole,!connecting!entertainment!and!Asakusa!in!the!nation’s!cultural!imagination.!!
iv.!0Shitamachi0Two!historically!delineated!districts!define!contemporary!Tokyo.!Yamanote,!or!“Foothills,”!is!the!western!half!of!the!capital,!and!was!historically!home!to!Edo’s!vassals!and!warrior!castes.!It!is!topographically!higher,!and!continues!to!be!associated!more!with!affluence!and!social!statuses!higher!than!that!of!Shitamachi,!or!“Low!City,”!which!lies!on!the!eastern!side!of!the!city.!In!the!Edo!period,!Shitamachi!was!home!to!the!city’s!merchants!and!commoners,!and!was!built!on!marshy!lowlands!nearer!the!ocean!that!were!accessed!by!boat!until!the!midEnineteenth!century.!As!Theodore!C.!Bestor!wrote!in!1989:!!Shitamachi,!.!.!.!the!old!merchant!quarter,!is!a!crowded,!oldEfashioned!place,!noted!for!the!role!selfEemployed!entrepreneurs!play!in!open!and!informal!community!life.!Yamanote!.!.!.!comprises!the!largely!residential!areas!of!western!Tokyo,!characterized!by!middleEclass,!whiteEcollar!sarariiman![“salaryman”]!households!and!their!more!“modern,”!“rational,”!outwardly!affluent,!and!less!communityEoriented!lifestyles.!The!distinction!between!shitamachi!and!yamanote!remains!among!the!most!fundamental!social,!subcultural,!and!geographic!demarcations!in!contemporary!Tokyo.26!!In!the!first!decades!of!the!twentyEfirst!century,!the!cultural!distinctions!between!the!two!sections!of!the!city!have!become!less!apparent,!but!the!legacy!of!the!division!continues!to!be!highlighted.!Where!Yamanote’s!image!has!mostly!dissolved!to!become!the!default!image!of!Tokyo!as!a!hyperEmodern,!global!megacity,!Shitamachi!has!become!its!contrast.!Its!image!specifically!highlights!notions!of!traditional!and!oldEfashioned!practices,!and!the!community!and!lifestyle!of!a!blueEcollar!citizenry.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!26!Bestor,!Neighborhood&Tokyo,!31.!R.!P.!Dore,!in!his!1958!monograph!City&Life&in&Japan,!provides!a!descriptive!list!of!the!various!stereotypes!associated!with!the!character!of!Shitamachi,!Yamanote,!and!the!people!of!each![Ronald!P.!Dore,!City&Life&in&Japan:&A&Study&of&a&Tokyo&Ward!(Berkeley!and!Los!Angeles:!University!of!California!Press,!1958),!11–13.].!
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This!image!is!fostered!in!a!similar!manner!and!with!similar!motivations!as!notions!of!furusato&(literally!“old!village,”!but!closer!in!meaning!to!the!English!“home”!or!“native!place”)!have!been!employed!throughout!Japan!since!the!1970s.!While!furusato&connotes!rural!landscapes!and!rustic!simplicity,!Shitamachi!is!decidedly!urban.!Both,!however,!evoke!ideas!of!“authenticity”!by!connecting!presentEday!activities!and!interpretations!about!a!given!place!with!past!events.!As!Jennifer!Robertson!notes,!furusato>zukuri,!or!“native!place”Emaking!processes,!work!to!“regulate!the!imagination!of!the!nation!and!contain!the!local”!through!nostalgia.27!With!both!furusato&and!Shitamachi,!nostalgia!is!harnessed!to!define!a!place!in!terms!of!a!community!with!a!purported!shared!history.!This!kind!of!nostalgic!placeEmaking!also!works!to!encourage!tourism.!Certainly!Asakusa,!with!an!economy!that!continued!to!be!relatively!depressed!into!the!late!twentieth!century,!has!had!good!reason!to!cultivate!a!Shitamachi!image!to!attract!visitors.!!Today,!the!precise!physical!border!between!Shitamachi!and!Yamanote!is!not!always!clearly!drawn!or!perceived,!but!Taitō!Ward,!in!which!Asakusa!is!located,!is!never!an!area!of!contention!(See!Map!4!on!page!76).!Geographically!uncontested,!Asakusa!has!a!great!number!of!features,!and!is!the!result!of!placeEmaking!practices,!that!place!it!squarely!in!Shitamachi!in!the!public!imagination.!Besides!its!proximity!to!the!Sumida!River,!which!is!strongly!associated!with!the!Shitamachi!life!that!surrounds!it,!Asakusa!is!home!to!relatively!few!new!highErise!buildings,!which!stand!tall!in!Shinjuku,!Shibuya,!Marunouchi,!Ikebukuro,!and!other!hubs!of!activity!in!Tokyo.!Despite!significant!renovation!and!revitalization!efforts!in!recent!decades,!Asakusa!continues!to!have!a!relatively!high!concentration!of!structures!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!27!Robertson,!Native&and&Newcomer,!15.!!
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built!in!the!years!and!decades!immediately!following!WWII.28!Despite!its!being!a!tourist!destination!of!expensive!eateries,!Asakusa!still!features!an!abundance!of!workingEclass!establishments—relatively!inexpensive!izakaya,!karaoke!boxes,!and!restaurants,!all!bearing!!!
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!28!The!area!was!heavily!damaged!in!intense!air!raids,!mainly!on!March!9E10,!1945,!after!which!nearly!all!of!Asakusa’s!structures!required!rebuilding.!
Image(74.(View(of(Sensō;ji(and(central(Asakusa(as(seen(from(the(
highest(floor(of(the(Asakusa(Culture(Tourism(Center.(With(
relatively(few(high;rise(buildings(and(practically(no(
“skyscrapers,”(Asakusa(is(typical(of(Shitamachi.(
Image(73.(Façade(of(an(antique(shop(and(residences(on(the(north(side(
of(Sensō;ji’s(precinct.(Such(mid;twentieth;century(constructions(are(
more(common(in(Shitamachi(areas,(such(as(Asakusa.(
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!

!!!!!!witness!to!the!demographic!of!commoners!that!have!historically!been!the!primary!residents!of!the!area.!In!fact,!even!tourist!establishments!tend!to!uphold!the!neighborhood’s!popular!Shitamachi!image,!eschewing!upscale!grand!appearances.!As!Seidensticker!wrote,!Shitamachi!at!large!“produced!most!of!what!was!the!original!culture!of!Edo.”!It!is!this!Shitamachi!image!that!contemporary!Asakusa!actively!promotes.!Asakusa!is!now!home!to!the!Edo!Shitamachi!Traditional!Handicrafts!Museum!(C2),!for!instance,!where!ageEold!building!techniques!and!craftworks!of!past!Shitamachi!residents!are!celebrated!and!put!on!display.!!The!Tokyo!Skytree!is!located!a!few!blocks!east!of!the!Sumida!River,!directly!across!from!Asakusa,!and!stands!as!a!tall!symbol!of!Shitamachi.!An!architectural!marvel!and!Shitamachi’s!most!significant!construction!project!in!perhaps!a!century,!the!design!and!proportional!scope!of!the!Skytree!evoke!the!Asakusa!Twelve!Stories!built!in!1890.!As!the!Skytree!homepage!describes,!the!tower!was!designed!and!built!with!the!legacy!of!Shitamachi’s!culture!of!craftsmanship,!manufacturing,!communityEmindedness,!spirit!(iki),!
Image(75.(View(of(the(skyline(of(Shinjuku.(Skyscrapers,(newer(constructions,(
and(modern(architecture(and(engineering(are(more(common(in(Yamanote(areas(
like(Shinjuku,(and(are(relatively(lacking(in(Shitamachi(areas(
(http://photos.thenews.com.pk/e_image_detail.asp?picId=89256&catId=3).(
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and!creativity.!It!was!conceived!with!the!aim!of!becoming!a!symbol!of—and!leading!the!region!into—a!new!era!of!local!participation!in!the!global!community,!conveying!Shitamachi!values!to!visitors!from!around!the!world.29!Built!with!not!only!the!latest!technology,!but!also!the!techniques!of!ancient!Japan,!the!tower!is!also!colored!according!to!Shitamachi!values.!According!to!the!Skytree!webpage,!the!tower’s!daytime!color!is!based!on!
aiiro,!the!lightest!shade!of!Japanese!traditional!indigo!blue,!and!“the!colors!created!by!indigo!dyers!represent!the!legacy!of!Japanese!traditional!craftsmanship!as!conserved!in!the![Shitamachi]!area!housing!the!tower.”!The!tower’s!nighttime!blue!lighting!represents!“iki,”!the!“straightforward!downEtoEearth!spirit!of!Edo!commoners,”!and!its!purple!lighting!represents!“miyabi,”!Edo’s!aesthetics.!It!goes!on!to!say!that!“the!incorporation!of!designs!inheriting!(sic)!Edo!scenery!reflects!the!history!of!and!culture!of!Shitamachi,!the!downtown!area.”30!These!design!concepts!are!successful,!and!images!of!the!tower!have!become!a!common!index!of!Shitamachi!sites,!events,!and!activities.!Sound!Map!4!represents!the!sonic!range!of!Shitamachi!activities!in!Asakusa,!wherein!the!location!of!Shitamachi!sounds,!or!sounds!produced!as!the!result!of!activities!characterized!as!related!to!Shitamachi,!are!marked!in!orange.!The!range!of!the!color!overlay!is!quite!limited!compared!with!those!of!the!other!tropes,!but!in!truth,!the!whole!of!the!neighborhood’s!public!space,!and!much!of!its!private!space,!could!be!said!to!have!a!Shitamachi!soundscape!due!to!the!presence!of!certain!sounds!and!the!marked!lack!of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!29!Tōbu!Railway!Co.,!Ltd.!&!Tōbu!Tower!Skytree!Co.,!Ltd.!&!Tōbu!Town!Solamachi!Co.,!Ltd.,!“Tōkyō!Sukai!Tsurii!Taun!ni!Tsuite:!Konseputo!to!Bijon,”!Tokyo&Skytree&Town,!August!15,!2014,!http://www.tokyoESkytreetown.jp/project/concept.html.!30!Tōbu!Railway!Co.,!Ltd.!&!Tōbu!Tower!Skytree!Co.,!Ltd.!&!Tōbu!Town!Solamachi!Co.,!Ltd.,!“Tōkyō!Sukai!Tsurii!Taun!ni!Tsuite:!Konseputo!to!Bijon,”!Tokyo&Skytree,!August!15,!2014,!http://www.tokyoESkytree.jp/archive/design/;!Tōbu!Railway!Co.,!Ltd.!&!Tōbu!Tower!Skytree!Co.,!Ltd.!&!Tōbu!Town!Solamachi!Co.,!Ltd.,!“Design:!Lighting!Design,”!Tokyo&Skytree,!accessed!August!15,!2014,!http://www.tokyoESkytree.jp/en/archive/design/lighting.html.!!
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Sound(Map(4.(Mapping(of(Shitamachi(sounds(in(Asakusa(in(orange(overlay(
(map(generated(by(Google(and(modified(by(the(author).!
(
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others.!Firstly,!many!people!in!the!neighborhood!speak!in!Shitamachi!dialect!(Shitamachi&
kotoba).31!The!distinction!between!the!Shitamachi!dialect!and!the!Yamanote!dialect!(Yamanote&kotoba)!originally!arose!as!the!result!of!the!two!regions!of!the!city!acting!as!home!to!different!classes!of!people!during!the!Edo!period.!The!Yamanote!way!of!speaking!is!today!considered!standard!Japanese.!It!has!been!spoken!in!public!schools!since!the!Meiji!Restoration!and!is!the!new!official!language!spoken!on!television!and!in!other!media.!It!is,!however,!a!relatively!newly!constructed!manner!of!speech,!a!result!of!the!continuous!influx!of!soldiers!to!Yamanote!from!the!provinces!during!the!Edo!period.!Where!Edo’s!daimyō!and!their!vassals!were!of!a!higher!class!and!regularly!traveled!back!and!forth!to!their!home!provinces,!the!people!of!Shitamachi!were!merchants!and!artisans!based!mainly!in!Edo,!without!significant!population!flows!from!elsewhere.32!As!a!contrast,!the!Shitamachi!dialect!is!a!historical!and!localized!manner!of!speech!that!is!frank!and!rough.!Distinctions!between!the!two!can!be!heard!in!pitch!accents!which!fall!on!different!syllables!in!a!number!of!words.!There!is!also!a!lack!of!distinction!in!the!Shitamachi!dialect!between!the!two!phonemes!hi!and!shi,!so!that,!for!example,!hitotsu&(one)!is!pronounced!shitotsu.!Another!distinctive!feature!of!the!Shitamachi!way!of!speaking!is!the!pronunciation!of!the!syllable!“–ai”!as!“–ee,”!so!that,!for!example,!shiranai&(I!do!not!know)!is!pronounced!shiranee.33!Speaking!in!this!manner!is!still!broadly!considered!to!be!uncouth,!coarse,!and!masculine.!Shitamachi!speakers!are!also!supposedly!less!likely!to!use!elaborate!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!31!!The!Shitamachi!dialect!is!used!less!and!less!among!families!living!in!Tokyo,!as!more!people!use!standard!Japanese.!It!is!more!common!among!older!generations,!and!it!is!certainly!more!common!in!the!eastern!wards!of!the!city,!in!which!Asakusa!is!located,!than!those!in!the!west.!32!Robert!J.!Smith,!“PreEIndustrial!Urbanism!in!Japan:!A!Consideration!of!Multiple!Traditions!in!Feudal!Society,”!Economic&Development&and&Cultural&Change,!Part!2:!City!and!Village!in!Japan,!9,!no.!1!(October!1960):!241–257.!33!https://kotobank.jp/word/%E4%B8%8B%E7%94%BA%E8%A8%80%E8%91%89E282835,!accessed!December!3,!2014.!
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grammatical!forms!heard!more!commonly!in!the!Yamanote!dialect!(i.e.!standard!Japanese).34&In!addition!to!being!heard!on!the!streets,!in!shops,!and!in!homes,!the!Shitamachi!dialect!is!also!often!heard!in!the!Tokyo!style!of!rakugo.!For!these!reasons,!Engei!Hall!(C4)!and!covered!markets!with!shops!catering!to!older!locals!(C5,!D5,!E5,!F5E6,!and!C2)!are!marked!in!orange!on!Sound!Map!4.!Asakusa’s!Shitamachi!soundscape!is!also!marked!by!the!presence!of!the!sounds!of!its!waterway.!There!are!the!rumble!of!boat!motors!and!calls!from!seagulls,!sounds!seldom!heard!in!most!of!the!the!western!side!of!Tokyo,!farther!from!large!rivers!and!the!ocean.!It!is!also!characterized!by!a!noticeable!lack!of!certain!sounds!and!sights.!In!the!daytime,!Asakusa!has!a!comparable!lack!of!heavy!traffic,!noisy!digital!billboards,!and!computerized!voice!announcements!inside!and!outside!of!stores,!and!in!the!nighttime,!the!neighborhood!as!a!whole!is!relatively!quiet.!Although!its!grounds!are!always!open,!SensōEji!closes!its!doors!at!five!o’clock!in!the!evening,!and!the!souvenir!shops!on!Nakamise!Street!pull!down!their!shutters!by!seven!o’clock.!Tourists!cease!to!swarm!the!sidewalks,!and!the!public!spaces!of!the!street!become!remarkably!subdued.!! The!Shitamachi!features!of!Asakusa!are!often!isolated!and!used!as!synecdoches,!which!present!Asakusa!and!Shitamachi!as!two!sides!of!the!same!coin.!Alternatively,!events!or!activities!that!are!related!somehow!to!Shitamachi!are!regularly!placed!in!Asakusa!by!using!the!neighborhood!as!a!symbol!of!Shitamachi!as!a!whole.!For!instance,!the!Shitamachi!Comedy!Film!Festival,!broadly!sponsored!by!Taitō!Ward,!has!been!at!least!partially!held!in!Asakusa!every!year!since!it!began!its!annual!events!in!2008.!Promotional!posters!for!that!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!34!Dorinne!K.!Kondo,!Crafting&Selves:&Power,&Gender,&and&Discourses&of&Identity&in&a&Japanese&Workplace!(Chicago:!University!of!Chicago!Press,!1990),!346.!
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festival!use!imagery!that!tie!notions!of!Asakusa!with!notions!of!Shitamachi,!juxtaposing,!for!example,!representations!of!Hanayashiki!with!the!Tokyo!Skytree,!and!images!of!the!Sumida!River!and!Kaminarimon!with!those!of!oldEtimey!entertainers!in!bowties!and!tophats.!Similarly,!the!promotional!materials!for!the!2012!Great!Asakusa!Sightseeing!Festival!(>
Asakusa&Kankō&Matsuri)—which!tied!together!a!number!of!events!such!as!the!700th!anniversary!of!Sanja!Matsuri,!the!Heisei!Asakusa!Koban&promotion,!and!the!Okuyama!Fūkei—made!use!of!imagery!that!connected!ideas!about!Asakusa!with!ideas!about!the!greater!Shitamachi.!The!main!poster!for!that!event!placed!side!by!side!images!depicting!three!of!SensōEji’s!most!unique!festivals—Kinryū!no!Mai,!ShichifukuEjin!no!Mai!(The!Dance!of!the!Seven!Lucky!Gods),!and!Shirasagi!no!Mai!with!the!Tokyo!Skytree,!above!an!idealized!Okuyama!Fūkei&streetscape!(Image!76).!!!!!!!!!!!!! Image(76.(The(poster(for(the(2012((
Great(Asakusa(Sightseeing(Festival.(
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Some!establishments!in!the!neighborhood!use!notions!and!imagery!associated!with!Shitamachi!to!conceptually!place!themselves!in!Asakusa.!One!such!establishment!is!Agora!Place,!such!as!Agora!Place!Asakusa,!a!chic!hotel!with!a!contemporary!design!and!business!concept.!On!its!homepage,!images!of!SensōEji,!Kaminarimon,!and!snacks!and!souvenirs!sold!on!Nakamise!Street,!are!shown!next!to!typical!more!generic!images!associated!with!Shitamachi!such!as!the!Skytree,!whimsical!oldEfashioned!wind!chimes,!traditional!sandals!placed!by!a!doorstep,!humble!izakaya,!and!fireworks!over!the!Sumida!River.35!In!another!example,!one!short!section!of!street,!just!a!block!north!of!Kaminarimon!Street!and!coming!to!an!end!at!Kokusai!Street,!is!conceptually!placed!in!Asakusa!and!Shitamachi!by!way!of!several!lighted!signs!on!posts!high!above!the!street!declaring!the!“Shitamachi!taste”!of!its!restaurants!(Image!77).!Although!the!food!served!there!is!by!and!large!standard!fare!found!anywhere!in!Tokyo!or!throughout!Japan—hot!and!cold!noodles,!curry!rice,!tempura,!and!the!like—the!posted!street!signs!suggest!that!customers!who!eat!there!will!have!a!culinary!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!35!Agora!Hospitarities!Co.!Ltd.,!“Agora!Place!Asakusa,”!Agora&Place&Asakusa,!accessed!August!15,!2014,!http://www.agoraplaceEasakusa.com/.!
Image(77.(A(sign(posted(above(a(street(filled(mainly(with(
restaurants,(reading(“Gourmets’(Street:(Flavor(Scene(of(Shitamachi”((
(Shokutsū0Machi:0Shitamachi0no0Ajiko).
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experience!that!is!unique!to!Shitamachi,!only!to!be!found!in!this!Asakusa!street!and!its!environs.!These!are!a!limited!but!representative!selection!of!incarnations!of!Shitamachi!being!used!as!synecdoches!to!represent!Asakusa!as!a!whole,!connecting!notions!of!Shitamachi!and!Asakusa!in!the!nation’s!cultural!imagination.!!
v.! Late9modern(roman0LateEmodern&roman!refers!to!certain!aspects!of!Japanese!culture!during!the!Meiji,!Taishō,!and!Shōwa!periods!that!are!now!nostalgically!evoked.!The!term!Taishō&roman&is!used!in!common!parlance!in!Japanese!today!to!describe!the!process!of!evoking!the!trends!of!thought!and!cultural!circumstances!of!the!Taishō!and!early!Shōwa!periods.36!Those!were!the!years!when!industrialization!and!Western!cultural!practices!achieved!a!broad!acceptance!in!Japan,!generating!a!new!urban!culture.37!Taishō&roman!inspires!a!nostalgic!sense!of!excitement!for!objects!and!practices!that!were!stateEofEtheEart,!and!symbols!of!sophistication.!These!include!telegraphs!and!telephones,!“moving!pictures”!(katsudō&
shashin),!sound!recordings,!the!aesthetics!of!art!deco!and!art!nouveau,!colorful!clothing,!highEenergy!Western!music!and!dance,!and!an!urban!and!indulgent!lifestyle,!in!which!young!people!“congregated!in!the!dance!halls!and!cafes!of!Tōkyō!and!Ōsaka,!smoking!cigarettes,!drinking!beer,!and!dancing!cheekEtoEcheek.”38!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!36!The!Japanese!word!roman!is!a!loan!word!from!the!English!word!“Romanticism”!(the!EuroEAmerican!artistic,!literary,!and!intellectual!movement!of!the!late!eighteenth!through!the!nineteenth!century).!It!was!used!during!the!Taishō!period!to!refer!to!the!then!“new!awareness!of!a!modern!sense!of!self!and!individuality!and!a!recognition!of!free!love!which!threw!off!the!yoke!of!traditional!relationships”!facilitated!by!the!broad!acceptance!of!Western!thought!and!cultural!practice![Kazuo!Usui,!Marketing&and&Consumption&in&Japan!(New!York:!Routledge,!2014),!17].!37!Machiko!Kusahara,!“The!‘Baby!Talkie,’!Domestic!Media,!and!the!Japanese!Modern,”!in!Media&Archaeology:&
Approaches,&Applications,&and&Implications,!ed.!Erkki!Huhtamo!(Berkeley!and!Los!Angeles:!University!of!California!Press,!2011),!123–47.!38!Linda!K.!Menton!et!al.,!The&Rise&of&Modern&Japan!(Honolulu:!University!of!Hawai’i!Press,!2003),!108.!
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! The!lateEmodern!roman!trope!in!Asakusa!is!different!from&Taishō&roman!in!that!it!is!not!limited!to!the!practices!of!the!early!twentieth!century,!but!extends!back!to!the!second!half!of!the!nineteenth!century!and!forward!into!the!early!postEwar!decades!of!the!Shōwa!period.!It!does,!however,!tend!to!skip!over!references!to!Japan’s!extreme!patriotism!in!the!1930s!and!‘40s!in!favor!of!a!rosily!imagined!version!of!the!late!1940s!through!the!‘60s,!the!time!in!which!many!of!the!institutions!and!practices!present!in!contemporary!Asakusa!were!(re)built!and!(re)developed,!generating!sites!for!the!Japanese!to!relive!their!recent!past.!! Sound!Map!5!represents!the!sonic!range!of!lateEmodern!roman!activities!in!Asakusa,!wherein!the!location!of!lateEmodern!roman!sounds,!or!sounds!produced!as!the!result!of!lateEmodern!roman!activities,!are!marked!in!yellow.!For!instance,!rickshaw!runners!give!!!
!! !!!!!!!!
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Image(78.(Streetlights(on(a(street(in(Asakusa,(
created(or(maintained(in(an(old;fashioned(style(
and(evoking(an(aura(of(the(past.(
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Sound(Map(5.(Mapping(of(late;modern(roman(sounds(in(Asakusa(in(yellow(overlay(
(map(generated(by(Google(and(modified(by(the(author).(
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tours!for!visitors!in!those!vehicles!that!date!back!to!the!late!nineteenth!century!(based!in!F6).39!Many!entertainment!forms!are!performed!there!that!were!most!popular!in!the!early!decades!of!the!twentieth!century!or!before.40!A!number!of!businesses!publicize!and!commodify!their!decadesE!or!even!centuryElong!histories!in!the!neighborhood,!emphasizing!that!Asakusa!is!a!place!to!experience!the!past.!Kamiya!Bar!is!a!notable!example!of!this.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!39!Rickshaws!are!believed!to!have!been!invented!in!1869!at!the!very!cusp!of!the!Meiji!period,!just!after!the!Tokugawa!government’s!ban!on!wheeled!vehicles!was!lifted.!As!discussed!in!the!section!on!the!tradition&trope!above,!in!the!contemporary!cultural!imagination,!rickshaws!lie!somewhere!in!the!borderland!between!traditional!and!modern—they!were!created!before!the!advent!of!the!combustion!engine,!yet!technically!after!the!Meiji!Revolution.!!40!There!is!also!a!notable!lack!of!performers/styles!that!have!developed!more!recently!or!have!a!broad!popularity!among!younger!contemporary!audiences.!Not!only!are!such!youthful!and!upEtoEtheEminute!musical!groups!unaccustomed!to!seeking!out!Asakusa!for!concerts,!but!the!neighborhood!lacks!a!large!enough!performance!venue!to!accommodate!the!massive!audiences!attracted!by!such!“hip”!acts.!
Image(79.(The(façade(of(Kamiya(Bar.(The(current(
building(dates(to(1921((Taishō(10)(and(bears(art(
deco(architectural(features.
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!!!!! !!!!Located!at!the!corner!of!Kaminarimon!and!Umamichi!Streets!(F6),!Kamiya!Bar!was!opened!in!1880!and!was!Japan’s!first!WesternEstyle!bar.!The!institution!flaunts!its!age!and!heritage,!and!it!is!especially!proud!of!its!original!liqueur,!Denki!Bran!(Electric!Brandy),!which!was!invented!there!in!the!Meiji!period,!when!“electric”!was!the!popular!expression!for!all!things!“exciting”!and!“new.”!! Another!example!of!lateEmodern!roman!is!a!display!posted!near!the!sidewalk!next!to!Hanayashiki,!which!gives!an!account!of!the!amusement!park’s!early!years!in!the!Meiji!period!(D3).!Not!far!from!there,!plaques!posted!in!the!northwest!corner!of!the!neighborhood!memorialize!the!location!and!oneEtime!prominence!of!the!Asakusa!Twelve!Stories!that!stood!in!that!spot!in!the!decades!around!the!turn!of!the!twentieth!century!(C3).!And!on!Rokku!Broadway,!a!small!Shinto!shrine!holds!the!bronze!statues!of!the!Six!Gods!of!the!Performing!Arts!(Roku&Gei>Shin,!their!movable!shrine!is!usually!placed!near!C4).!These!figures!depict!six!different!types!of!performing!artists!whose!apparent!artistic!specialties!and!appearance!evoke!the!entertainment!scene!in!Asakusa!in!the!early!decades!of!the!twentieth!century.!Their!names!are!listed!on!a!wooden!plaque!on!their!shrine.!In!the!order!
Image(81.((Kamiya(Bar’s(logo.(
Beneath(the(hand(holding(a(glass(of(
Denki(Bran0it(reads(“Kamiya(Bar,(
Established(in(Meiji(13((1880),(
always(in(Asakusa.”(
Image(80.(Promotional(image(for(Denki(Bran,(
drawing(heavily(on(Taishō0roman(aesthetics.(
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!!!!!!!!!!!!of!their!positioning,!left!to!right!in!Image!83,!they!are!the!God!of!Song!(Utai>Gami),!the!God!of!Playing!Musical!Instruments!(Kanade>Gami),!the!God!of!Storytelling!(Hanashi>Gami),!the!God!of!Comedy!(Odoke>Gami),!the!God!of!Acting/the!Stage!(Enji>Gami),!and!the!God!of!Dance!(Odori>Gami).!It!is!fairly!common!knowledge!that!each!of!them!was!created!in!the!image!of!real!entertainers!who!had!deep!ties!to!the!neighborhood!that!these!gods!now!keep!watch!over.!The!God!of!Song!was!modeled!on!Shōji!Tarō,!a!singer!of!ryūkōka&(popular!song)!who!was!brought!to!fame!in!the!1930s,!and!regained!popularity!in!the!1960s!through!a!wave!of!nostalgia!for!earlyEShōwa!songs.!He!performed!at!the!Asakusa!International!Theater!in!1957.!The!God!of!Playing!Musical!Instruments!is!depicted!playing!an!accordion!while!singing,!and!was!likely!modeled!on!Taya!Rikizō,!a!star!tenor!in!the!Asakusa!opera!during!the!Taishō!period,!and!Fujiyama!Ichirō,!a!singer!of!ryūkōka&who!gained!popularity!in!
Image(82.(The(small(shrine(dedicated(to(
the(Six(Gods(of(the(Performing(Arts(on(
Rokku(Broadway(
(http://www.panoramio.com/photo/58
317886).(
Image(83.(A(closer(view(of((
the(Six(Gods(of(the(Performing(Arts(
(http://blog.goo.ne.jp/kima2goo/e/bebaaa5944816
625e8eda261365b11f1).(
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the!1920s!and!‘30s!and!frequently!sang!while!accompanying!himself!on!the!accordion.!The!God!of!Storytelling!depicts!a!rakugo&artist,!and!is!said!to!be!modeled!on!a!number!of!prominent!artists!(namely!Kokontei!Shinshō!V,!San’yūtei!Kinba!III,!and!Yanagiya!Kosan!V)!who!performed!in!Asakusa!and!who!were!born!in!the!Meiji!or!Taishō!periods.!The!God!of!Comedy!is!depicted!in!a!clown’s!hat!and!round!nose,!balancing!on!a!large!ball,!and!said!to!be!modeled!on!Egawa!Masuton!II,!an!acrobat!and!contortionist!who!was!born!in!Asakusa!in!1910!and!performed!there!until!the!Great!Kantō!Earthquake.!The!God!of!Acting/the!Stage!was!modeled!on!Enomoto!KenEichi,!a!famous!actor!of!the!Asakusa!Opera!and!other!stage!and!film!scenes!beginning!in!the!Taishō!Period.!The!God!of!Dance!was!modeled!on!Mizunoe!Takiko,!an!actress,!film!producer,!and!dancer!who!performed!in!Asakusa!beginning!in!the!1920s.!The!sign!posted!above!these!bronze!figures!gives!a!brief!history!of!the!performing!arts!in!Asakusa,!strongly!emphasizing!the!years!relevant!to!lateEmodern&roman,!and!explaining!that!these!six!deities!watch!over!and!protect!the!performers!and!performance!venues!of!Rokku!Broadway!today.!A!number!of!shopping!streets,!including!Shin!Nakamise!(CEG5)!and!Kokusai!Street!(C1E6),!are!colored!yellow!on!Sound!Map!5.!They!feature!background!music!from!the!early!and!middle!of!the!twentieth!century,!which!very!much!works!to!evoke!a!nostalgic!atmosphere.!Similarly,!Kasagi!Shizuko’s!(1914E1985)!“Tokyo!Boogie!Woogie”!(1947)!and!Misora!Hibari’s!(1937E1989)!kayōkyoku&(Japanese!popular!song!from!the!early!twentieth!century)!and!enka&are!also!actively!used!at!the!noodle!shop,!KagetsuEdō!(E4),!to!cultivate!a!lateEmodern&roman!character!in!and!around!its!dining!space.!The!noodle!shop!also!boasts!its!1945!opening!on!its!front!awning,!and!its!interior!is!decorated!with!postEwar!advertisements!and!toys.!Likewise,!the!Asakusa!Public!Hall!(E5)!is!overlayed!in!yellow!
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because!it!hosts!many!musical!and!stage!performances!that!were!born!out!of!or!evoke!the!lateEmodern!years,!such!as!enka,!Dixieland!jazz,!kayōkyoku,!and!twentiethEcentury!styles!of!Japanese!dance!(shin>buyō).!The!Mokubakan!(D3)!and!its!surroundings!are!also!highlighted!since!that!hall!hosts!performances!of!many!lateEmodern!dramatic!and!musical!styles,!most!notably!taishū&engeki;!the!nature!of!its!construction!allows!for!the!louder!sounds!of!those!performances!to!swell!to!the!streets!around!it.!Taishū&engeki!actors!also!regularly!come!out!to!the!street!in!front!of!the!theater,!still!in!their!elaborate!costumes!and!makeup,!to!meet!audience!members!after!their!shows.!! There!are!at!least!three!CD!shops!(E5,!E6,!and!B5)!in!the!neighborhood!that!have!been!in!business!for!many!decades,!and!that!maintain!a!distinctly!antiquated!ambience.!Each!of!them!also!sells!a!great!deal!of!music!from!the!midEtwentieth!century!and!have!a!relatively!scant!selection!of!newer,!popular!music,!for!which!reasons!I!have!highlighted!them!in!yellow!as!well.!There!are!also!a!number!of!live!bars!in!the!neighborhood,!including!HUB!Asakusa!(C5)!and!Darling!(F4),!that!feature!live!performances!of!music!of!decades!past.!HUB!Asakusa!is!decorated!with!photographs!of!jazz!greats!such!as!Louis!Armstrong!and!Ella!Fitzgerald,!and!regularly!features!groups!playing!swing,!Dixieland,!and!the!blues.!The!interior!of!Darling!is!designed!to!evoke!the!cabin!of!a!luxury!ocean!liner,!and!the!owners!advertise!their!musical!sets!as!“Jazz!and!Oldies.”!In!addition!to!Bossa!Nova,!samba,!and!Latin!jazz,!their!stage!regularly!features!performances!of!repertoire!from!the!Great!American!Songbook!of!the!early!and!midEtwentieth!century.!!A!few!areas!are!also!colored!yellow!on!Sound!Map!5!because!they!are!sometimes!the!site!of!lateEmodern!musical!performances.!For!instance,!the!Tōkyō!Taishū!Kayō!Gakudan,!a!small!ensemble!consisting!of!an!accordion,!a!bassist,!and!a!singer,!sometimes!perform!their!!
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!!!!!!!!!!!
ryūkōka!on!the!street!in!Sumida!Park!near!the!foot!of!Azuma!Bridge!(G6),!on!Nakamise!Street!(E5),!and!in!a!coffee!and!tea!shop!on!the!western!end!of!DenbōEin!Street!(D4).!Similarly,!chindon>ya!can!occasionally!be!heard!marching!through!the!neighborhood’s!streets,!such!as!on!the!north!sidewalk!of!Kaminarimon!Street!(CEF6)!where!I!encountered!them!during!my!fieldwork,!playing!music!to!draw!attention!to!their!clients’!campaigns.!Finally,!I!have!marked!a!strip!of!izakaya!(D4),!as!well!as!Kamiya!Bar!(F6),!because!they!are!home!to!activities!that!seem!to!have!changed!very!little!since!the!lateEmodern!years,!and!sound!(including!background!music)!is!a!significant!part!of!how!they!construct!their!lateEmodern!roman&ambience.!With!such!an!abundance!of!lateEmodern!roman&sights!and!sounds,!it!is!no!accident!that!Asakusa!is!known!as!a!place!of!decades!past.!This!imagery!spreads!into!otherwise!nonEhistorical!contexts—both!outside!of!the!neighborhood!in!order!to!refer!to!the!
Image(84.(Tōkyō(Taishū(Kayō(Gakudan(performing(
ryūkōka,(wearing(clothing(and(hairstyles(of(Taishō;
period,(in(Sumida(Park(in(March(2012.(
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neighborhood,!but!also!within!it!as!well—as!synecdoches,!associating!those!contexts!with!the!larger!idea!of!Asakusa,!and!placing&them!in!Asakusa!through!a!reference!to!its!prominent!lateEmodern!roman!elements.!For!instance,!in!the!1980s,!the!Taitō!Ward!conducted!a!campaign!to!reinvigorate!and!develop!its!local!economy!and!culture.!The!promotional!image!for!this!campaign!(Image!85)!used!the!European!clothing!fashions!and!Art!Nouveau!aesthetics!that!were!in!vogue!in!Japan!in!the!early!twentieth!century.!These!were!combined!in!a!scene!with!images!of!Kaminarimon,!SensōEji’s!pagoda,!and!a!tightrope!walker!dressed!in!a!tutu.!A!1986!poster!carried!this!image!and!the!words,!“That!is!old!newness—this!is!new!oldness!(Are&wa&furui&atarashi>sa&desu—kore&wa&atarashii&furu>sa&
desu).”!This!imagery!and!slogan!pointed!to!a!time!when!the!trend!in!Japan!was!to!seek!being!“modern”!by!adopting!fashionable!European!ways.!An!explicit!example!of!Taishō!!!!!!!!!!!!! Image(85.(The(Taitō(Ward’s(renewal(campaign(
poster(from(1986.(
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roman,!the!campaign!elicited!a!sense!of!excitement!and!nostalgia!for!the!“oldEnew”!Asakusa!of!the!1910s!and!‘20s.!Buzzwords,!slang,!and!imagery!from!the!Taishō!period!are!also!sometimes!used!to!characterize!Asakusa!businesses!or!spaces!with!lateEmodern!roman.!The!awning!of!a!covered!street!in!the!southwest!corner!of!Asakusa!(C5)!is!decorated!with!the!cartoon!image!of!man!with!a!1920s!hairstyle,!the!Asakusa!Twelve!Stories!in!the!background,!and!embelished!with!the!words!“Asakusa!is!always!modern”!(Asakusa&wa&itsumo&modan).!Not!far!from!there,!an!antique!store!(D5)!displays!a!sign!at!its!door!reading!that!it!is!a!“purveyor!of!mobo/moga!(Mobo&moga&oyōtatsu).”!Mobo!and!moga&are!nicknames!for!soEcalled!“modern!boys”!and!“modern!girls,”!that!is,!people!who!followed!Westernized!fashions!and!lifestyles!in!Japan!in!the!1920s!and!‘30s.41!The!music!store!Oto!no!YōrōEdō!(E6)!uses!imagery!of!semiEobsolete!music!technology!(a!phonograph!and!LP!records)!in!its!company!packaging.!Juxtaposing!them!with!depictions!of!Hanayashiki,!Kaminarimon,!and!the!Skytree,!the!shop!conceptually!places!itself!in!Asakusa!through!a!multifaceted!reference!that!includes!the!lateEmodern&roman&past.!! A!number!of!other!businesses!make!connections!to!the!trope!through!their!marketing!images.!The!header!on!the!homepage!for!the!Asakusa!Departure!and!Arrival!Guide!(Asakusa&Hacchaku&Gaido)—a!company!that!provides!bicycle!rentals,!maps,!and!information!about!Asakusa’s!attractions—depicts!two!men!dressed!in!kimono!in!an!archaic!threeEwheeled!vehicle!(Image!86).!This!is!counterbalanced!by!an!image!of!Kaminarimon!taken!from!a!woodblock!print!by!Utagawa!Hiroshige!(1856).!Evoking!the!Meiji!period!with!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!41!For!an!inEdepth!discussion!of!mobo!and!moga,!see!Miriam!Silverberg,!Erotic&Grotesque&Nonsense:&The&Mass&
Culture&of&Japanese&Modern&Times!(Berkeley!and!Los!Angeles:!University!of!California!Press,!2006).!
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its!aesthetics!and!modern!subject!matter,!the!image!also!unites!the!theme!of!the!bicycle!rental!company!with!Asakusa’s!lateEmodern&roman&trope.!Lastly,!the!drawing!that!dominates!the!homepage!for!the!Asakusa!Kokusai!Street!Shōtengai&(commercial!district)!makes!significant!references!to!Asakusa’s!lateEmodern&years.!It!is!a!streetscape!of!Kokusai!and!Kaminarimon!Streets!that!incorporates!several!famous!landmarks!of!Asakusa’s!past!and!present!(Image!87).!Notable!among!them!are!the!Asakusa!Kokusai!Theater,!which!stood!on!Kokusai!Street!from!1937!until!1989.!It!also!features!the!Jintan!Tower,!a!structure!that!stood!at!the!intersection!of!Kokusai!and!Kaminarimon!Streets!from!1932!to!1986.!Made!as!a!replica!of!the!Asakusa!Twelve!Stories,!it!was!sponsored!by!the!Morishita!Jintan!pharmaceuticals!corporation,!and!it!can!be!seen!emblazoned!with!that!company’s!name.!Juxtaposing!elements!of!Asakusa’s!past!and!present,!the!image!capitalizes!on!Asakusa’s!lateEmodern&roman&nostalgia.!It!promotes!Kokusai!Street!as!a!segment!of!an!Asakusa!where!past!decades!are!still!alive!and!coexisting!with!the!contemporary.!!!
Image(86.(The(header(for(the(homepage(of(Asakusa(Departure(and(Arrival(Guide((
(http://asakusaguide.jp/index.html).(
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!
(!!!!!! !These!are!a!limited!but!representative!selection!of!incarnations!of!lateEmodern!
roman!being!used!as!synecdoches!to!represent!Asakusa!as!a!whole,!connecting!notions!of!lateEmodern!roman!and!Asakusa!in!the!nation’s!cultural!imagination.!!
vi.!Tourism00! Asakusa!has!been!a!popular!destination!for!sightseers!for!centuries.!In!the!twentyEfirstEcentury!culture!of!global!commercial!tourism,!Asakusa’s!status!as!an!attraction!for!travelers!and!sightseers!is!reified!in!particular!ways,!and!reiterated!almost!incessantly.42!!The!neighborhood!is!popularly!seen!as!a!tourist!attraction!in!the!public!imagination,!and!it!!is!treated!as!a!place!to!be!marketed,!sold,!and!consumed.43!The!neighborhood!is!filled!with!businesses!providing!goods!and!services!to!fulfill!the!demands!of!visitors,!and!its!local!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!42!The!United!Nations!World!Tourism!Organization!(UNWTO)!defines!tourism!as!“a!social,!cultural!and!economic!phenomenon!which!entails!the!movement!of!people!to!countries!or!places!outside!their!usual!environment!for!personal!or!business/professional!purposes”!(World!Tourism!Organization,!“Understanding!Tourism:!Basic!Glossary,”!World&Tourism&Organization&(UNWTO),!accessed!August!20,!2014,!http://www2.unwto.org/).!43!Several!of!my!Japanese!informants!said!that!they!learned!about!Asakusa!in!school!mainly!as!a!famous!place!for!sightseeing,!and!were!taught!little!to!nothing!about!its!role!in!the!history!of!Tokyo.!
Image(87.(The(header(for(the(homepage(of(Asakusa(Kokusai(Street(Shōtengai(
(http://asakusa;kokusaidori.jp/).(
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features!(sites,!events,!and!activities)!are!explicitly!offered!as!commodities;!many!are!maintained!primarily!for!the!economic!profit!that!tourists!bring.!Sound!Map!6!represents!the!sonic!range!of!tourism!activities!in!Asakusa,!wherein!the!location!of!tourism!sounds,!or!sounds!produced!as!the!result!of!tourism!activities,!are!marked!in!magenta.!There!are,!for!instance,!an!incredible!abundance!of!souvenir!shops!in!Asakusa!with!scores!on!Nakamise!Street!alone!(E4E6).!Rickshaw!runners!loudly!hawk!their!services!on!the!sidewalk!of!Kaminarimon!Street!(E6EF6),!and!their!tours!trace!through!the!neighborhood’s!streets.!The!new!facility!for!the!Asakusa!Culture!and!Tourism!Center!(Asakusa&Bunka&Kankō&Sentā,!E6EF6,!Image!88)!was!opened!in!2012!on!Kaminarimon!Street,!where!it!stands!prominently!in!the!heart!of!the!neighborhood’s!tourist!activity.!It!is!directly!across!the!thoroughfare!from!Kaminarimon,!arguably!the!primary!tourist!attraction!in!the!neighborhood.!The!facility!is!an!eightEstory!structure!with!a!striking!contemporary!design.!Sponsored!by!Taitō!Ward,!the!center!offers!tourist!information!in!Japanese,!English,!Korean,!and!Chinese,!and!houses!a!series!of!conference!rooms,!a!multiEpurpose!hall,!an!exhibition!space,!and!an!observation!terrace.!There!are!also!many!informational!guideposts!and!signs!planted!throughout!the!area!for!the!benefit!of!tourists,!often!with!English!translations.!Maps!explicitly!labeled!for!the!purposes!of!“tourism”!or!“sightseeing”!(kankō)&are!amply!posted!throughout!the!neighborhood!highlighting!famous!sites!and!recommended!restaurants!for!visitors.!EnglishElanguage!signage!and!menus!in!restaurants!and!pubs!are!also!in!relative!abundance.!Tourists!from!around!the!world!pass!through!Asakusa!speaking!their!foreign!languages!and!regional!dialects!of!Japanese.!The!streets!that!attract!the!most!tourists!are!!
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Sound(Map(6.(Mapping(of(tourism(sounds(in(Asakusa(overlaid(in(magenta(
((map(generated(by(Google(and(modified(by(the(author).(
(
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!!!!!!!!!!marked!in!majenta!on!Sound!Map!6,!namely!those!to!the!south!and!west!of!SensōEji’s!Main!Hall!that!are!full!of!souvenir!shops!and!restaurants.!The!temple!precinct!and!yard!of!Asakusa!Shrine!(E2E4!and!F3E4)!are!the!primary!attractions!in!the!area!for!most!visitors,!and!many!also!visit!nearby!Hanayashiki!(D2E3!and!E2).!Tourists!can!also!enter!the!DenbōEin!garden!(D4!and!E4)!during!the!periods!it!is!open!to!the!public.!Many!tourists!arrive!on!tour!buses,!which!park!in!the!parking!lot!behind!SensōEji’s!Main!Hall!(E2E3!and!F2E3),!stop!by!the!Asakusa!Culture!and!Tourism!Center!(E6),!and!stay!at!the!wellEknown!Asakusa!View!Hotel!(B2E3)!or!other!hostels!and!hotels!in!the!area.!Those!that!do!not!arrive!on!buses!mainly!pass!through!Asakusa!Station!(F5E6!and!G5)!or!through!the!two!Tokyo!Metro!station!tunnels!(E7!and!F6).!Rickshaw!tours,!who!cater!to!visitors,!have!routes!that!run!throughout!the!neighborhood!(indicated!with!bold!magenta!lines!on!Sound!Map!6),!originating!from!the!east!end!of!Kaminarimon!Street!(E6!and!F6).!Just!across!the!street!near!the!Azuma!Bridge,!tourists!also!flock!to!the!Water!Bus!(Suijō&Basu)!station!in!Sumida!
Image(88.(The(Asakusa(Culture(and(Tourism(Center(as(seen(
from(the(north(side(of(Kaminarimon(Street(
(http://www.archdaily.com/251370/asakusa;culture;and;
tourism;center;kengo;kuma;associates/).(
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Park!(G5E6),!and!ride!tour!boats!up!and!down!the!Sumida!River!(J2E3,!I3E4,!H5,!G5E7,!and!F7).! There!are!a!number!of!organizations!that!promote!tourism!in!the!neighborhood.!The!Asakusa!Tourism!Federation!advertises!the!neighborhood’s!annual!events,!mainly!via!posters!within!Asakusa!and!in!nearby!train!lines!and!rail!hubs,!but!also!with!a!growing!presence!online.44!Another!similar!organization,!the!Asakusa!Business!Cooperative!Association!(Kyōdō&Kumiai&Asakusa&Shōten&Rengō>kai)!publishes!a!periodical!promotional!magazine!that!provides!information!about!the!neighborhood!and!its!various!tourismErelated!businesses!(restaurants,!souvenir!shops,!etc.).!The!group!also!manages!an!online!homepage!that!publicizes!the!area’s!annual!events!and!details!about!its!member!businesses.45!Likewise,!there!are!several!organizations!that!manage!the!images!and!themes!of!Asakusa’s!numerous!shōtengai!(commercial!districts).!The!one!that!manages!DenbōEin!Street!(D4EE4)!works!with!each!of!its!shops!to!help!them!foster!the!theme!of!traditional!Japan!there.!It!oversees,!for!instance,!the!recordings!of!traditional!music!that!plays!onto!DenbōEin!Street,!coordinates!certain!aspects!of!the!shops’!appearance,!and!the!like.!Similar!organizations!exist!for!Asakusa’s!other!shōtengai,!such!as!Rokku!Broadway!(C3E5),!Nakamise!Street!(E4E6),!ShinENakamise!Street!(C5EF5),!and!Kokusai!Street!(C1E6).46!These!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!44!See!the!homepage!for!the!Asakusa!Tourism!Federation!at!http://www.eEasakusa.jp/.!!45!See!the!homepage!for!the!Asakusa!Business!Cooperative!Association!at!http://www.asakusaEkankou.com/.!46!These!groups!all!have!their!own!online!homepages,!and!several!(ShinENakamise!Shopkeepers’&Promotional!Association,!Asakusa!Kokusai!Street!Shopkeepers’&Association,!and!Rokku!Broadway!Shopkeepers’&Association)!are!active!on!social!media!as!well.!For!the!homepage!of!DenbōEin!Street,!see!http://www.denbouinEdori.com/;!for!the!homepage!of!Rokku!Broadway!Shopkeepers’&Association,!see!http://6kubroadway.jp/;!for!the!homepage!of!Asakusa!Nakamise!Shopkeepers’&Promotion!Association,!see!http://www.asakusaEnakamise.jp/;!for!the!homepage!of!ShinENakamise!Shopkeepers’&Association,!see!http://www.asakusaEshinnaka.com/;!for!the!homepage!of!Asakusa!Kokusai!Street!Shopkeepers’&Association,!see!http://asakusaEkokusaidori.jp/.!!
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promotional!associations!also!help!to!market!Asakusa!events,!such!as!Sanja!Matsuri!and!the!Asakusa!Samba!Carnival,!as!tourist!attractions.!!In!many!cases,!tourism!promotions!tie!an!object!of!advertising—be!it!an!event;!a!particular!segment!of!the!neighborhood,!such!as!shopping!district;!a!restaurant!or!izakaya;!or!a!landmark!or!historical!site—to!Asakusa!as!a!whole.!For!instance,!the!DenbōEin!Street!website,!whose!subtitle!is!“New!Famous!Places!of!Asakusa”!(Asakusa&no&Shin>Meisho),!features!information!about!the!shop!HantenEya,!which!sells!goods!made!for!use!at!Shinto!festivals.!There,!the!storeowner!identifies!himself!as!born!and!raised!in!Asakusa,!and!promotes!his!goods!as!appropriate!for!and!inspired!by!Sanja!Matsuri.!He!describes!that!festival!as!essential!to!Asakusa,!and!he!encourages!people!to!visit!HantenEya!when!they!visit!the!neighborhood.47!In!another!example,!the!promotional!posters!produced!by!the!Asakusa!Tourism!Federation!for!the!2012!Great!Asakusa!Sightseeing!Festival!(See!Image!76!on!page!132!above)!contain!imagery!of!Kinryū!no!Mai,!ShichifukuEjin!no!Mai,!and!Shirasagi!no!Mai,!all!of!which!are!organized!and!presented!by!SensōEji!and!are!therefore!ostensibly!spiritual!in!nature.!Through!that!poster,!however,!such!spiritual!events!are!equated!with!sightseeing/tourism,!as!well!as!larger!notions!of!Asakusa!as!a!whole.!!The!synecdoche!of!tourism!is!somewhat!different!from!the!other!tropes!described!above.!It!is!not!typically!used!in!nonEtourism!contexts!to!represent!Asakusa!as!a!whole.!Rather,!the!equation!of!Asakusa!with!tourism!is!inescapable!and!almost!constant,!wherein!
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[“Tōkyō&Shitamachi&Asakusa&no&meibutsu&to&ieba&Sanja&Matsuri!!&Sonna&Asakusa&de&
umare&sodatta&watashi&wa,&Hanten>ya&to&iu&yagō&no&orijinaru&shōhin&wo&chūshin&to&shita&matsuri&yōhin&no&
senmonten&wo&itonande&imasu.&Asakusa&ni&okoshi&no&sai&wa&o>tachiyori&kudasai.”]&(http://www.denbouinEdori.com/shop/hantenya/index.htm).&
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each!of!the!other!tropes!described!here!are!employed!to!promote!Asakusa!to!tourists.!Furthermore,!the!many!famous!sites!and!events!in!Asakusa!are!wellEknown!not!only!as!“spiritual”!or!“traditional”!or!“Shitamachi,”!but!also!as!tourist!attractions,!and!many!of!them!are!likely!to!be!found!in!any!tourist!guidebook!that!details!Tokyo.!More!than!simply!a!trope,!tourism!can!be!regarded!as!a!filter!through!which!Asakusa!is!often!experienced!in!the!public!imagination.!The!double!synecdoche!concerning!tourism!exists!in!the!marketing!of!Asakusa.!The!act!of!marketing!and!commodifying!Asakusa’s!features!as!tourist!attractions!works!first!to!equate!them!with!tourism!operations,!but!very!often!also!works!to!define!Asakusa!as!a!whole!through!those!same!features.!Tourist!attractions!in!the!neighborhood!are!continually!equated!with!Asakusa!in!advertising,!and!the!concepts!of!tourism!and!sightseeing!are!often!used!explictly!to!define!sites!and!events,!as!well!as!the!neighborhood!as!a!whole.!
III.!The(Sonic(Overlap(of(Asakusa’s(Tropes(
( Sound!Map!7!is!the!composite!of!the!preceding!six.!The!six!colored!overlays!are!presented!simultaneously,!demonstrating!the!irregular!overlap!of!sounding!activities!!relating!to!the!six!tropes!within!Asakusa’s!identity.!Some!areas!of!the!neighborhood!are!dominated!by!one!trope!or!another,!while!other!segments!are!a!muddy!blend!of!several!or!all!six.!For!instance,!in!the!area!of!the!Sumida!River!bordered!by!Sumida!Park!on!Asakusa’s!eastern!edge!(I4E5,!H4E5,!and!G5E6),!red,!blue,!orange,!and!magenta!all!overlap,!indicating!the!coincidence!of!spiritual,!traditional,!Shitamachi,!and!tourist!sounds!in!that!space.!Boat!motors!rumble!on!the!river!almost!constantly,!the!languages!of!tourists!and!guides!issue!from!the!park!and!float!across!the!water!in!tour!boats,!chants!from!Buddhist!ceremonies!sometimes!fill!the!park!and!emanate!across!the!river,!and!horses’!hoofs!thump!and!arrows!!
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whiz!through!the!air!at!the!traditional!Yabusame!horseback!archery!event!each!April.! The!overlap!of!these!sounds!in!space!and!time!results!in!a!multifaceted!montage!of!meanings!and!senses!of!place.!As!I!will!demonstrate!in!the!case!studies!to!follow,!different!people!at!different!moments!will!interpret!the!space!and!its!sounds!in!different!ways,!constructing!their!own!Asakusa!musikscape.!In!this!way,!each!human!actor!hears!and!knows!their!own!version!of!Asakusa,!composed!and!sculpted!by!their!own!values,!motives,!and!priorities!as!they!encounter!the!colorful!sonic!montage!of!the!neighborhood.!Infinite!in!number,!interpretations!of!Asakusa’s!soundscape!are!still!limited!by!the!particular!combination!of!sounds!unique!to!the!neighborhood,!defined!by!the!six!tropes!that!are!central!to!its!larger!cultural!identity.!!! The!case!studies!in!the!following!chapters!pair!six!individuals!with!one!of!Asakusa’s!six!tropes:!Tanaka!the!monk!with!spirituality,!Seiko!the!geisha!with!entertainment,!Lu!the!tourist!with!tourism,!Fukui!the!Tsugaru>jamisen&player!with!tradition,!Ōno!the!jazz!singer!with!lateEmodern!roman,!and!Okuzawa!the!chōkai&officer!with!Shitamachi.!In!the!same!way!that!each!of!those!individuals!uses!their!agency!to!construct!their!own!Asakusa!musikscape,!they!also!determined!which!trope!I!used!to!analyze!each!of!their!experiences!in!the!neighborhood;!I!considered!their!statements!in!characterizing!Asakusa!and!their!role!within!it!to!establish!which!trope!was!most!important!to!each!of!them.48!!I!have!also!paired!two!of!these!six!case!studies!in!each!of!the!following!three!chapters.!While!part!of!what!I!have!demonstrated!in!this!chapter!is!that!all!six!of!Asakusa’s!tropes!have!some!degree!of!overlap,!the!pairings!in!each!of!the!following!chapters!are!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!48!I!interviewed!a!number!of!other!individuals!with!the!intention!of!writing!case!studies!for!each!of!them.!The!ones!I!profile!here!are!those!whose!experiences!in!the!neighborhood!are!fairly!typical,!and!thus!meaningfully!correspond!to!one!or!more!of!Asakusa’s!six!tropes.!
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ones!which!I!believe!have!the!greatest!degree!of!historical!precedence.!As!described!in!Chapter!2,!the!relationship!between!spirituality!and!entertainment!(of!prayer![kitō]&and!play![asobi])!in!Asakusa!goes!back!centuries,!and!so!they!are!presented!together!in!Chapter!4.!The!notion!of!“traditional!Japan”!and!its!cultivation!in!Asakusa!is!arguably!the!most!significant!tourist!draw!to!the!neighborhood,!and!so!those!two!tropes!are!presented!together!in!Chapter!5.!And!much!of!what!distinguishes!the!greater!Shitamachi!area!of!the!city!from!Yamanote!today!is!its!abundance!of!older!structures!and!the!oldEfashioned!ways!of!its!people,!and!so!Shitamachi!and!lateEmodern!roman!are!presented!together!in!Chapter!6.!Thus,!it!is!my!intention!that!the!following!three!chapters!not!only!demonstrate!how!my!consultants!construct!their!Asakusa!musikscapes,!but!also!reinforce!ideas!about!the!historical!and!cultural!composition!of!the!neighborhood!by!way!of!their!organization.!!
